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PAOli
Municipal
registration of 1558
Powers of Municipal Corporations
see Municipal Institutions
CABLES
Prescription
right to attach not acquired by........................................................ 1190
CADET CORPS
High Schools
powers of board 3824
Public Schools
po:wers of urban boards 3779
Regulations of Department 3706
Separate Schools
powers of boards 3874
CANADA TEMPERANCE ACT
Liquor Control Act
not to affect operation of 3312
CANADIAN DEEP WATERWAYS AND POWER ASSOCIAnON
Municipal Corporation as Member........................................................ 2832
CANADIAN HORSEMEN'S ASSOCIAnON
continued as body corporate 792
CANADIAN WHEELMEN'S ASSOCIATION
Mile Posts
erection of on highways 2904
CAPIAS AD SAnSFACIENDUM
see Fraudulent Debtors Arrest 1260
CAR COMPANIES
taxation of, for Provincial purposes............................................ 394
CARRIER
Delivery to On Sale of Goods
see Sale of Goods 1689
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CATTLE
INDE.X.
PA.OS
ilranding
Maiming or Poisoning
investigations as to ""' .
Municipal By-Laws
prohibiting drivinp: on sidewalks
holding public fairs for , .
subways under highways, etc., for
pr(H'incial Highways
running at large on ...._
CATTLE BREEDERS' ASSOCIATION
continued as body corporate
CATTLE GUARDS
Railways
duty of company
CATTLE PROTECTION
3601
1321
...2858,2872
2877
2904
688
792
2538
... 3654
.8654,3655
Better Bull Area
by-law of county creating
Damages
right of owner of cow got in calf. by bull running at large
Haliburton, Provisional County of
exception as to ._. . .
Penalty
permitting bull to run at large, keeping unregistered bull, ele.
Pro\'isional Judicial Districts
exception as to...... . ..
Service Fees
not collectible, where bull unregistered ....
CATTLE YARDS
Establishment by l\Iunicipalit)·
CAUTION
registration of, in lieu of lis pendens ..
CEMETERIES
Adjoining Cemeteries..
appointment of one board of trustees to manage and control
Animals
prohibition as to bringing into cemetery.....
penalty for contravention .
liability of owner for damage done .
Audit
by Department of Health in certain cases
Bequests and De\·iscs
power of owner to take .
notice by executor to owner a:'l to ..
8800
3600
3600
3600
3600
3600
3392
915
3667
3662
3662
3662
3653
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PAOli:
Board of Park lanagement
transfer of control to 3664
Borrowing Powers
of owner for laying out and improving cemetery, etc 3656
Burials
conduct of 3657
Cemetery
meaning of 3651
Closing of Cemetery
for defective drainage, etc.............................................................. 3660
removal of bodies on.. 3660
Disinterments
prohibition as to in case of certain contagious diseases 3659
exceptions ,................... 3659
supervision and certificate of ledical Officer of Health 3659
penalty for contravention , , ,....... 3660
on order of court, Attorney-General or coroner.......................... 3660
on closing of cemetery...................................................................... 3660
Drains
duty of owner to provide.................................................................. 3657
Enlargement
approval of Department of Health for........................................ 3651
how signified and registration of order " " 3652
penalty for, withouL "................. 3652
power to expropriate additional lands for, with approval of
Board " ".......................................................... 3656
Executors
notice by, to owner of bequest or devise for perpetual care...... 3654
payment over to owner of money, etc..".............................. 3655
Exemption from Taxation .. 2995
Fences
keeping and maintaining by owner................................................ 3657
requiring owner to erect and maintain."....................................... 3658
Firearms
prohibition as to discharging in cemetery.................................... 3662
penalty for contravention, .. ,...................................................... 3662
Funerals
regulation of by municipal corporations....."............................... 3663
Grants
by municipal corporations to owner "............ 3663
Graves
to be provided for strangers and indigents.... 3659
depth of 3660
Gravestones
prohibition as to defacing, etc.. ".................................................... 3662
penalty for contravention "............................................... 3662
Indigents
graves to be provided for.................................................................. 3659
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Interments
not to be within fifteen feet of church, etc .
penalty for infractionl .
none until registration of owner of cemetery
penalty for contravention............................. . .
regulation of by municipal corporations .
prohibiting within municipality .
Local Board
meaning of
PAO.
""73667
3658
""8
3663
3664
8651
Lo"
provision for sale of part of where no
years
interment made for 20
3658
3378
Maintenance and Repair
payment over by personal representatives, executors and
trustees of moneys, etc., for purpose of 3654
power of owner to charge lot owner for 3656
duty of owner as to. . 3657
requiring owner to perform duty as to... 3658
duty of municipal corporation where owner not found or un·
unknown 3662
enforcing performance of 3663
Monuments
restriction on charges by owner for erection of. 3655
removal of, on closing of cemetery.... 8661
prohibition as to defacing, injuring, etc 3662
penalty for contravention.. .. 3662
Municipal Corporations
maintenance by where owner cannot be found. 3662
grants by...................... 3663
regulations of funerals 3663
prohibiting interments within municipality 3664
Nuisance
what conditions in, deemed to be
Offensive !\latter
prohibition as to flowing into river
penalty for infraction .
Owner
meaning of . .
investment of funds for maintenllnce .
borrowing powers for laying out and improving cemetery.
power to acquire additional land and to borrow money .
duty of to maintain fences and keep cemetery in repair, etc .
re·sale of part of lot by ..
application of proceeds of sale
procedure, where owner cannot ·~··i~~·~d::·..··
sale to municipal corporation _..
Perpetual Care
payment by owner to Public Trustee of funds for .
Personal Rcpresentati,'es
payment over of money for maintenance and repair .
3657
3657
3651
3654
3656
3656
3657
3658
3659
3662
3554
3655
3655
Public Enquiries Act
powers of inspectors for purpose of investigation and report .3652, 3653
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Public Trustee
payment to and investment by of funds for perpetual care .. ... 3655
Regulations
Department of Health may make.................................................... 3652
power of owner to make.................................................................. 3656
Road Allowance
closing of when passing through cemetery.................................... 3665
Sewers
owner to pro\'ide necessary, for draining...................................... 3657
Sports
prohibition as to conducting in cemetery...................................... 3662
penalty for contravention ,................................... 3662
Strangers
graycs to be provided for.................................................................. 3659
Tombstones
restriction on charges by owner for erection of.......................... 3655
Township Cemetery Board
constitution of 3664
Transportation
of dead body, conditions governing................................................ 3659
Trustees
payment over of money for maintenance and repair..... 3654
appointment of in townships 3664, 3665
conveyance of land to, for cemetery , . 3665
election of by lot owners where no provision made for appoint-
ment, etc. .. 3665, 3666
Vaults
restriction on charges b~' owner for erection of.......................... 3655
Village Cemetery Board
constitution of 3664
CENSUS
l\1unicipal
by-laws for taking 2827
Public Schools
returns to Minister by clerks of counties, cities and towns.. 3753
CERTIORARI
Habeas Corpus
issue in aid of
CESTUI QUE VIE
Production of
right to demand
1275
1404
CHARITABLE INSTITUTIONS
see Hospitals and Charitable Institutions. 4132
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CHARITABLE USES
Mortmain
see Mortmain and Charitable Uses..
CHARITIES
Public Trustee
to be notified of apll!ication for sale of land of charity
Sale of L.:md
courl may' order
Vesting Orders
powers of court
CHARITIES, ACCOUNTING
Accountant of Supreme Court
order requiring assignment and transfer of funds to ....
Accounts
executor and trustee to pass .
application to court by Public Trustee . .
order against defaulting trustee or executor .
Costs
rules as to .....
Executor
notice of charitable bequest .
duty as to furnishing information
duty as to accounts.
passing accounts . _, _
application to court in case of default by .
order of court on application .
npplication of Act notwithstanding contrary provision
Forms
rules as to
Notice
duty of exeeutor or trustee as to giving to Public Trustee ...
when to be given . .
when not necessary
contents of .
rules prescribing form of .
Order
powers of court on application by Public Trustee .
Practice and Procedure
rules as to .
Public Trustee
notice of bequest or donation to be given to .
powers as to securing information, etc .
passing accounts .
application to court by .
rules as to returns to .
right of intervention in proceedings ...
Remedies
not affected by Act .
1379
1492
1491
1491
1616
1614
1616
1616
1516
1614
1614
1614
1614
1616
1616
1517.
1616
1614
1614
1614
1614
1516
1515
1516
1514
1614
1514
1615
1616
1517
15:'7
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CHARITIES, ACCOUNTING-Continued
Returns
when to be made by executor or trustee .
rules as to .. ' , ,.. , ,., , .
Rules
powers of Lieutenant-Governor in Council as to making ..
promulgation of " ' .
application of present practice ..
Supreme Court
application of ruies of practice in .
Surrogate Court
application of rules of practice in ".. ,,, , , , , .
registrar to transmit copy of will to Public Trustee
Trustee
notice of charitable bequest to be given by.. ...
duty as to furnishing infomlation " ". " ..
duty as to accounts " , ' .
passing accounts "" .. ' " " " .
application to court in case of default by ..
order of court on application .. , ..
application of Act notwithstanding contrary provision
1514
1516
1516
1516
1516
1516
1516
1516
1514
1514
1514
1514
1515
1515
1517
, ill
application of Act notwithstanding terms of ..... 1517
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
Annual ~[eeting
for election to council, etc " " .
Associates
titles which may be used by ........ ".....
Bene\'olent Fund
powers of institute as to " .
2096
2098
2096
By·laws
powers of council as to .. .. .. " ..
to be approved at meeting of institute.. .. ..
Lieutenant-Governor in council may annul .
2097
2097
2097
2097
2096
2096,2097
2096
2097
2097
2097
2097
2097
2097
2097
2098
2098
2099
Council
how composed " " " " .
electi0!1 a~d annual meeting " " ".. ' " "..
nominatIOns " " " " " " .
voting papers ".. " " ..
vacancies, how filled , , , ".
election of president, vice-president, secretary and treasurer
appointment of registrar and officers ..
fees, entrance and annual " .
by-laws, powers as to ." "." ..
powers as to prescribing qualification of members """..
acceptance of equivalent qualification " " ".. " .
honorary members not to be eligible for " ".
duty with respect to register of membership .. .. .. " ...
Curriculum
council may prescribe " " .
D-10
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CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS-Continued
Dominion Association of Chartered Aecountants
rights of certain members preserved
Education
powers of institute as to .
Evidence
effect of register as
Examinations
powers of institute as to establishing .
council may prescribe place for holding ..
what scale of fees for .
to be held at least once in each year
equivalent qualification
Expulsion
by-laws to provide for
entrance and annual .
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..2096,2097
2099
2096
2097
2097
2098
2098
2099
2097
Fello..... s
titles which msy be used by .
Honorary Members
election of, by unanimous VOle .
not to be designated as chartered accountant
council .
Institute
or eligible for
2098
2098
2098
meaning .
powers as to real estate
objects ..""""
annual meeting . .
council .. .
membership fees .
by-laws . .
establishment of lectures and classes, etc .
university, power tCl make arrangements with
fellows and associates .
honorary membership .. . .
register of membership "... . .
suspension or expulsion of members .. ".. " " .
rights of non-members preserved... .. " " .
Institute of Chartered Accountants of Ontario
institute means
Lectures and Classes
powers of institute as to establishing
establishment of .
::'tlembership
of the institute
honorary membership
Officers
appointment of, by council
Penalty
for using titles unlawfully
2096
2096
2090
2096
2096
2097
2097
2098
2098
2098
2098
2099
2099
2099
2096
2096
2098
2098
2098
2097 .
2099
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2097
2098
2098
President
election of, by council 2097
Real Estate
powers of institute as to dealing with .. 2096
Re~i ter
how to be kept 2099
effect of, as e,..idence 2099
Registrar
appointment of, by council . 2097
Secretary
election of, by council 2097
Students
prescribing examinations for ... . ..
establishment of lectures and classes for
making arrangements with university or college
Suspension
by-laws to provide for 2099
Titles
which may be used by fellows and associates 2098
restriction upon use of 2098
penalty for using unlawfully...... 2099
exception as to certain members of Dominion Association 2099
rights of persons not resident or having an office in Ontario
preserved . 2099
Treasurer
election of, by council .
Vice-Pre idents
election of, by council .....
Voting Papers
regulations as to
CHATTELS
Lien of Workman
nature and enforcement of
Sale of
see Sale of Goods ..
CHATfEL MORTGAGES
Co ts of Seizure of Goods nder
see Distress . .
Registration of
see Bills of Sale and Chattel Mortgages
2097
2097
2097
1781
1689
1216
1709
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CHEESE AND BUTTER EXCHANGES
Certificate of Association
filing in registry office, with approval of Minister., ., _.
corporate powers on filing of ..
endorsement of registrar on .
to name place of business .
Real Estate
powers as to holding
Registrar
endorsement of filing of certificate and fees
Returns
annual, to Minister ..
Rules and Regulations
filing in registry office with approval of Minister
endorsement by registrar on duplicate of
what to contain .
changes in, approval of Minister to .
.........
rAG.
2686
2686
2687
2687
2686
2687
2688
2686
2687
2687
2688
CHEESE FACTORIES
Board of Appraisal
report required from
eo-operative Companies
formation of . ..
application of payments in reduction of loan
Factories
approval of site, etc... _
Inspection
by order of medical officer of health _..
Loans
authority to make for purpose of c~msolidation
security to be taken_ .
application, who may make .
Regulations
Lieutenant-Govel·nor in Council may make ....
Shares
limit of number which may be held by individual.
CHEMIST
sec Pharmaq'
CHILDREN
Adoption of, see Adoption
Factories and Shops
employment in, see Factories, Shops and Office Buildings
Maintenance, Order for
see Deserted Wives' and Children's Maintenance..
Maintenance of Parents Dy
see Parents' Maintenance .
83.
833
833
83'
3383
.833
833
833
8..
83.
2033
1927
3449
1904
1908
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Maternity Boarding Houses
provisions as to adoption from........................ 3501
Mines
prohibition .of employment 555 - 667
Municipal By-Laws
prohibiting riding on platform of cars 2848,2872
regulating, as messengers, newsboys, bootblacks.................... 2886
School Attendance
see School Attendance 3916,3923
Theatres and Cinematographs
restri.cti!lns on attendan~e at .. 3538
p~rmlsslon to perform In 3512
CHILDREN, PROTECllON OF
Adopti.on
of neglected children 8515
Age
presumption as to 3516
Apprenticeship
of neglected children................................................................. ....... 3515
Begging
child found, to be deemed neglected child 3504
penalty for allowing child to be in public place for purpose of 3512
Children's Aid Society
what to constitute .. 3503
records to be kept by.... . . 3505
duty as to children's shelters 3506
oflicers may act as probation officers . . 3507
temporary or permanent commitment of child to 3507, 3508
duties and powers with regard to children committed............ 3510 .
search for child unlawfully removed from custody of 3512
interference with wards of 3513
formation and dissolution of 3517, 3518
two or more may combine to appoint. same local superinten-
dent 3518
Children's Committees
establishment and powers of 3506, 3507
Circus
when child may be permitted to perform in .. 3512
Constables
power as to apprehending child without warrant ..... 3507
superintendent may require aid of .. . .. 3508
Crown Attorney
attendance before judge and fees for 3507
Cruelty
penalty for 3510, 8511
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CHILDREN, PROTECTION OF-Continued
3504
. 3510, 3511
Detention Pendin~ Trial
duty of municipalities as to providing place for
Drunkard
child found living with, deemed neglected
Education
contract as to, while child in foster home
Foster Home
meaning of .
powers of children's aid society as to placing child in
Foster Parent
right to appl~' fol' additional maintenance
Guardian
children's aid society to be, in case of child committed.
Homes
committal of delinquent children to .
House of Ill-fame
child of person living in, deemed neglected .
Illegitimate Child
when deemed neglected
llI-Treatment
when child subjected to, deemed neglected
penalty for . .
Immigrant Children
authorizing society to brin~ children into Ontario
conditions under which children may be brought into Ontario.
records to be kept b~' societies .
Immigration Society
interference with wards of .
Industrial Schools
Superintendent to visit and inspect , ,
transfer of child to ..
interference with w'ards of .
PAOE
3514
3504_
3510
3503
3510
351b
3510
3515
'50'
'50'
3517
3517
3517
3513
3505
3510
3513
....3508, 3509
'50'3510
3510
Jll\'enile Delinquent
when deemed neglected child . 3503, 3504
when children's aid society may take charge after apprehen-
sion __ y" 3507
not to be confined to lock-up or police cell 3514
municipality to provide place of detention for 3514
trials may be in private. 3514
not to be allowed in company with adult offenders 3515
notice to children's aid society of charge 3514
disposition of child by judge. . 3515
Local Superinwndent
appointment of, hJ' children's aid society and powers. 3518
lIIaintenance
order for and liability for .
ordering parent to contribute to ..
application for additional amount .
enforcement of order against parent .
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3512
3504
3504
3504
3503
3507
3503
3516
3516
3516
3507
3507
3515
3515
3516
3504
3505
3511
3511
3511
3512
Neglected Child
meaning of , 3503,3504
taking charge of . .. 3507
custody of child pending decision of judge 3507
commitment of child to children's aid society.... . 3507,3508
order to be filed with Superintendent. .. • 3508
expenses of conveying child to shelter or industrial school....... 3508
Ob cene Language
child using deemed 'neglected ..
Orphan
when to be deemed neglected child ..
Parent
child. abandoned by, deemed neglected child .
notice of proceedin,gs before judge to be given to .
not to interfere with delinquent children adopted or appren-
ticed .. .
application to judge for production of child , ..
custody of child, application by parent for ..
Parental Control
absence of, child deemed neglected ..
Place of Amusement
when child may be permitted to perform in . .. ..
Probation Officers .
officers of children's aid society may act as ..
power as to apprehending child without warrant ..
Prostitute
child found living with, deemed neglected . .
Public Place
child found loitering in, deemed neglected .
meaning of ' ..
prohibition as to child loitering in . .
penalty for breach of .
may be taken to children's shelter .
permitting child to perform in ..
Religion
committal of Protestant and Roman Catholic children .
when child to be deemed Protestant or Roman Catholic ..
illegitimate child , , .
Search Warrant
when to be used and right of entry under ' 3512,3513
description of child in 3513
Shelters
Superintendent to visit and inspect 3505
duty of city or county.as to providing. 3506
use of orphans' or children's home , . 3506
caring for child in private family........... 3506
supervision of, by children's aid society...................................... 3506
cost of maintenance of child , . 3506
Street Trade
child found carrying on illegal, deemed neglected 3504
when children not to engage in 3511
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Superintendent
meaning of, appointment, duties and powers
Supreme Court
po~ers.as to custody of child committed to children's aid
saclety .
Suspended Sentences
when judge may impose. . ..
Theatre
when child may be permitted to perform in
Thic\'cs
child found living with, deemed neglected
Truancy
child committing act of, deemed neglected
Vagrant
child found living with, deemed neglected
Witnesses
compelling attendance and evidence of .
CHILDREN OF UNMARRIED PARENTS
3515
3513
3512
3504
3504
3504
3507
1919
1920
Administration
appointment of officers
expenses of .
Affiliation Order
application to judge, who may make 1921
limitation of time , , 1921
appointment for hearing 1922
proceedings in default of appearance... 1922
extent of liability of father... . 1922, 1928
liability of mother 1923
requiring security 1923
re-hearing _......... 1923
enforcement of order 1924
cvidence of mothcr to be corroborated 1925
hearing in private _ ,..... 1925
notice to provincial officer 1926
dcath of mother not bar to proccedings... 1926
how far binding on .estate of father 1925
costs 1926
appeal 1926
Agreements
between parents
when voidable .. ..
betwecn father and pL'Ovincial officer
failure to carry out ..
Appeals
to lie to Appeflate Division
Applications
See Affiliation Order.
1925
1926
1926
1926
1926
....1921-1926
Births.
notice to provincial officer as ~ registration of .. 1919
1919
1923
1924
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Burial Expenses
liability for ..
Child
when may be dealt with as neglected child 1920
where adopted 1920
maintenance of 1922, 1923
expenses of burial of 1923
rights of legitimate children of putative father. 1925
Deputy Registrar·General .
duty as to notifying provincial officer of birth. .. ..
Division Court
enforcement of orders in ..
Di\'ision Registrar
duty as to notifying provincial officer of birth. .. 1919
Evidence of Mother
corroboration required .. 1925
Father
may be detained as material witness 1922
extent of liability of 1922, 1923
ql.eans of, to be considered ,.. 1923
enforcing payments by......... 1924
committal for non-compliance with order 1924
agreement to support child 1925, 1926
Imprisonment
pending hearing, when judge may order. . 1922
on default in making payments .. 1924
Judge
meaning of ,.. ,......................................................... 1919
Legitimation by Marriage or Parent
laintenance
how fixed ,
amount of ..
1918
1923
1923
lather·
may apply to provincial officer for advice.... .. :..... 1920
liability of, for maintenance of child.............................. 1923
for burial expenses of 1923
death of, not a bar to proceedings 1925
Pro\'incial Officer
duties , , 1920
application to judge for order by.................................................. 1921
notice of proceedings to be given to 1925
agreement by father with 1926
action by, in case of default ,..................................... 1926
Public Trustee
lump sums payable under agreements to be paid to 1926
Security
for appearance at hearin~ .. 1922
for making payments ordered 1923
forfeiture of '" 1924
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CHINESE RESTAURANTS AND LAUNDRIES
prohibition as ·to employment of female white labour
CHOSE IN ACTION
Assignment of
when effectual
CHURCHES
Epidemic
power to close, during ..
Property of
see Religious Institutions
CHURCH PEWS
Execution
procedure on takillg in .
CHURCH YARD
3459
1407
3372
4013
1231
exemption from tnl'ution under Provincial Land Tax Act ..... 405
CHRISTMAS DAY
to be holiday
CIRCUS
PfO\'incial License
see Travelling Shows
Tax
on person attending
aVIL ENGINEERS
see Professional Engineers
CIVIL SERVICE
Appointment, Direction and Control
see, Public Service
Attachment of Salaries
see Public Service .
Commissioner
see Public Service
Superannuation
see Public Service
CLERK OF THE ASSEMBLY
9
3286
412
2100
272
276
279
281
Acts to be endorsed by
to furnish copies of,
CLERK OF THE PEACE
to King's Printer...
12
18
Expenses .
appointment and qualifications of .
fees,-see Administration of Justice
973
1836
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COAL PAOli
Mines and !lIining
boring permit in Korthern Ontario 541
Municipal B)'-Laws
as to weighing of, etc. 2856
COGNOVIT ACTIONEM
when void 1674
COKE
:llunicipa,l B}'-Laws
as to weighing of, etc.
COLD STORAGE BUSINESS
Establishment of, in city
Game
license required for
COLLECTORS, FRAUDS BY
see Debt Collectors
COLLEGE OF ART
2856
2779
3676
3443
Art Gallery of Toronto
agreement with .. .. . .. ." 4007
Auditors
qualification and duties 4006
By-laws
meetings and committees '" . 4006
courses of study................................... 4006
diplomas and certificates . 4006
scholarships and exhibitions of work .. 4006
Certificates
right to grant 4006
by-laws as to 4006
Chairman
election and duties 4005
Council
control and management vested in 4004
how composed 4004
term of office 4005
vacancies 4004,4005
failure in appointments 4005
when appointments to be made........................................................ 4005
meetings . . 4005
quorum _.................. 4005
election of chairman, etc. 4005
appointment of staff 4005
auditors, appointment of 4006
arrangements ,vith other institutions .. 4006
by-laws . 4006
Degrees
arrangements with University as to 4006
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COLLEGE OF ART-Continued
Department of Education
arrangements for courses for teachers
Diplomas
right to confer ."
by-laws as to _.
Fees
by-laws as to ....................................................................•
Honorary Treasurer
appointment of
Municipal Corporations
grants from .
I~rincipal
appointment, powers and duties .
Property
powers of council as to .
S<:holarships
by-laws for establishment of
StaO
appointment of .
Students
training of, what may be included .
diplomas and cert,ificates
Teachers
training of .
arrangements with department as to courses, etc.
University of Toronto
college may be affiliated with .
arrangements as to instruction and degrees
Vice-Chairman
election and duties
COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS
see Medicine and Surger>·
COLLEGIATE INSTITUTES
see High Schools
COLONIZATION ROADS
By-law
for undertaking township road work
Department of Northern De\'elopment
administration by.. . .
4006
4006
4006
'006
4005
'006
4005
....4006, 4007
'006
4005
4004
4006
4004
4006
4006
4006
4005
1999
8819
445·447
Foreman
appointment of, by municipal counciL......................................... 447
members of councils of interested municipalities not to act........ 448
lZ'DEX. 99
COLONIZATION ROADS-Continued
Grant
for improvement of township roads . . ..
amount of and when payable .
requ!s!tes as to payment of ..
prOVlSlonS for .
Haliburton
application of Act to provisional county of .
Highway Improvement Act
wh.en not to apply .
Inspector
work to be carried on with the supervision of ..
members of councils of interested municipalities not to act
Labour
when township contribution may be in .
Machinery
?~-laws for purchase of,:-;eon.tJ:ibution to cost ..
Jomt purchases by muDlclpahties .
I inister
transmission of statement to, by municipality .
payments out of appropriation by ..
norganized Territory
grants for construction of colonization roads ..
445
446
446
447
445
448
446
448·
446
446, 447
447
446
447
445
COLOURED SEPARATE SCHOOLS
see Separate Schools .. 3857
COMMERCIAL HIGH SCHOOLS
see Vocational Education . 3928
67
1214
1213
1213 •
1213
1213
1214
1214
1215
1215
1214
1214
COMMISSIONER FOR TAKING AFFIDAVITS
Affida\"its
authority to swear ..
procedure on taking ..
improper conduct in swearing .
using when improperly sworn .
Appointment
by judges of Supreme Court for Courts of Ontario .
by Lieutenant-Governor for taking affidavits out of Ontario .
by jud~es of Supreme Court for taking affidavits in other Can-
adl!lD provinces .an~ territories ..
revocatIon of commlSSlon ..
Authority
what affidavits or declarations may be taken by commissioners
Boundaries of lunicipalities
effect of change on commission .
Clerks of the County Court
may take affidavits for use in their courts ..
Jerk of Township
may be appointed, on certificate of judge ..
Commission
issue of : : 1213, 1214
revocation 1214
cancellation for improper administration of oath...................... 1216
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COMMISSIONER FOR TAKING AFFIDAVITS-Continued
County Court
judges and clerks may take affidavits for use in
Declarations
rns)' be taken by commissioners
procedure on taking _"....... d·
penalty for improperly taking .
for using when improperly laken , .
District Court
judges and clerks may take affidavits for use in ...
Notary Public
powers of ..
Oath
general power to administer
procedure upon administering
penalty for non-observance
cancellation of commission .
using affidavits improperly sworn
Officers or the Supreme Court
every commissioner to be .
Solidtors
to be ex officio commissioncT!J for every county
Supreme Court
commissioners to be officers of
COMMISSIONER OF POLICE FOR ONTARIO
sec Constables
COMMISSION FOR PUBLIC INQUIRY
see Public Inquirie", ..
COMMITTEE
Absentee
administration of estate under order of court
COMMON EMPLOYMENT
doctrine of, abrogated
COMMON INFORMER
Penal Action
informer must be sui juris .
not to be compounded without leave of court .
COMMUNICABLE DISEASES
see Public Health
venereal disease
1213
1214
1214
1215
1215
121:5
1997
•1214
1215
1215
1215
•
1213
1213
1213
1333
'16
1212
1873
948
.49
3352
3413
with halL..
I~DEX.
COMMUNITY HALLS
Agreement
for joint use of hall or athletic field ..
for aid from societies using hall , .
Athletic Ficld
may be laid out in connection with hall
need not be established in connection
Board of Management
how composed, vacancies, term of office .
B}'-laws
power to pass . .
issue of debentures under.
101
PA(l.
3199
3202
3199
320()
3202
... 3199,3200
3200
Consolidated Schools
:Minister may grant aid for community hall in connection
with ..3202, 3203
Debentures
power to issue .
township or village by-law for issue of .
to be debt on township .. .
Grant
to township or village in aid of .. .. .
from societies or other bodies using hall
Property
to be vested in municipal corporation .
Regulations
respecting terms and conditions upon which aid may be
granted .
School Section
establishment in ..
issue of debentures .
COMPANIES
Accounts
annual audit of
disposal of aiter winding up
Actions
limitation of certain. against directors
3200
3200
3201
3199
3202.
3199
320&
3200
8200
2209
2238
ow,
Amalgamation
agreements for between directors : 2161, 2162
submission to shareholders or members 2162
confirmation by letters patent 2162
rights of creditors preserved . 2162
of joint stock insurance companies 2242
Ancillary Powers
of company ..:...... . 2166·2168·
of corporation 2168
Application of Act
enumeration 01 companies ..
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Assets
distribution of on ceasing to do business, .
distribution of on winding-up , ".. ,.
Attorney
appointment by corporation to execute deeds
Audit
may be provided for in letters patent .
report of auditors to be sent to shareholders
names and addresses of auditors in prospectus
auditors, appointment of .. _ ,........................... . .
remuneration, rights and duties of .
of books of co-operative corporation .
Ralnnce Sheet
to show classes of assets and liabilities .
auditors to ascertain correctness of .
Bonds. Sec Securities
2163
2228
2215
2165
2175
2197
2209
2210
2222
2176
2210
Books
of record what to be kept 2206
penalty for removal from Ontario .. _ , 2206
prohibition as to making untrue entries in, penalty 2207
rectification of entries in by court 2207
to be open for inspection 2207
penalty for refusal to allow inspection 2207
to be prima facie evidence _. 2208
of account, what to be kept 2208
minute books. 2208
inspection of books .. __ ._ 2209, 2225, 2235
production of for examination by inspectof 2209
penalty for non-production ".... 2209
disposal of after winding up .. 2238
Horrowing Money
by-laws for -.,_ .
general power to issue commercial paper not affected by
Branches of Co-operative Corporations
voting at general meeting
organization of ..
Brokerage
payment of authorized
Uusiness
restrictions on commencement of
certificate allowing commencement of ...
cancellation of by Provincial Secretary
penalty for commencing 'before issue of
By-laws
imposing conditions in letters patent as to .
confirmation of, by shareholders for borrowing money .
changing number of directors and location of head office.
confinnation by shareholders .
as to shares, dividends, meetings, etc. . .
confinnation of .. . , , .
repeal or amendment of directors, by company in general
meeting .
confirmation of by written consent of all the shareholders
certified copies as evidence .
2185
2185
2219
2221
2194
2202
2203
2203
2203
2165
2185
2188
2189
2189
2189
2190
2214
221(
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of co-operative corporations sending to Provincial Secretary
and shareholders ..
of public utility companies .
penalty for breach of ..
103
PAGE
2221
2225
2225
2194
2198
2180
2181
2181
2195
2216
2217
Calls
liability of transferee for unpaid ..
power of directors to make . .
forfeiture of shares for non-payment .. . ..
prospectus to state time for . . .. ..
non-liability for on mining shares issued at discount.
ljale of mining shares for non-payment of .
Capital
creating for corporation previously without capital.... . 2161
providing for in case of amalgamation 2162
applications for increase, decrease or re-dividing ... 2163, 2164
amount to be subscribed and paid in before increase allowable 2164
rights of creditors preserved on reduction.................................. 2164
not to be applied in paying commission on subscription for
shares .
to be correctly stated in advertisements ..
Capital Notes of Co-operatiye Corporations
to form capital............ ...
liability of members on ..
2220
2220,2221
Cash Mutual Insurance Corporations
incorporation with guarantee capital stock 2242,2247
increase of capital stock . 2245
insurance on cash plan not to constitute membership in . 2246
dividends, limit of ,................................................................ 2246
may become joint stock company............ 2246
vesting of assets and liabilities .. 2246
internal management .. 2248-2251
voting power of members .. 2249
amalgamation of two or more......................................................... 2251
reserve fund, formation of .. .. .. 2252
reduction of prohibited .. , . .. .. .. 2252
Cal'eat
lodging against transfer of shares ....... ........ .. .. ..... .... ......... 2180
Certificate
absence of not to affect right of creditors 2202
cancellation of 2203
entitling public company to commence business 2203
penalty for commencing before issue of :...... 2203
Charter
forfeiture for non user .. 2169
revocation and surrender of 2170
liability of shareholders to creditors after surrender................ 2171
action against one shareholder representing a class 2171
of insurer, forfeiture for non-user 2259
Cheese and Butter Manufacturing Company
limit of shareholder's holdings in co·operative.......................... 2178
commencing business without certificate 2206
certificate relieving from liability................................................ 2206
10. IXDEX,
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Clubs
charter ~f. not to exempt from municipal by-law re licensing
of billiard tables 2169
Cold Storage Company
limit of shareholder's holdings in co-operative 2178
Commissions
statement of, in prospectus . 2196
Community Fund
formation of, by co-operative corporations 2219
Contracts
particulars as to material, in prospectus 2196
Contribution
recovery of by director from co-director
Contributories
See Winding-up
.....2200, 22Ql
2218
. 2218.2219
2219
2221
2219
2219
2220
2220
2220
2221
2221
2222
2222
Co.operati\·c Corporations
applications for incorporation .
when deemed to be co-operative .., .
branches voting at general meetings . .
or organization of .
setting aside money for educational or community fund
unlawful use of word co.-operative
penalty
capital notes .
liability of members . .
transfer of membership in .
by.laws copies to Provincial Secretary and shareholders .
returns, etc., when required by Provincial Secretary .
application of other provisions of Act to....
Corporate Existence
termination of where not incorporated by letters patent
Corporate Powers
declaration as to at' certain companies
2171
2240
Creditors
rights of preserved on re-incorporation or amalgamation.
on reduction of capital .
not affected by forfeiture of corporate powers .
compromise with by liquidator .
2162
2164
2169
2231
Debentures
by.laws for issuing .
consent of shareholders to redemption or conversion .
mortgages securing .
duplicate of to be filed with Provincial Secl'etary .
soliciting Subscl'iptions, etc., deemed to be offel'ing to public
subscriptions fol' not to be binding without delivery of pros-
pectus . .
prospectus to state amount of issued other than for cash
statement as to in annual statement
2185
2186
2186-
2186
2198
2194
2196
2211
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Diredors
annual report by to shareholders .
transfer of shares, consent of , hen required .
liability for to persons without means .
relief from liability when entering protest ..
refusal to register, by indebted shareholder ..
closing transfer books pending payment of dividends ..
rules as to issue of new share warrant .
by-laws for borrowing money, issuing bonds, debentures, etc.
general power to mortgage or pledge property and securities
election of .. . . ..
quorum and filling vacancies v ..
executive committee of with consent of shareholders .
qualification and election of ..
corporation and person holding shares as trustee executor may
be , ,.. , ..
chairman of board, election of : ..
failure to elect, provision for ..
by-laws varying number or fixing quorum of.. ..
general power to pass by-laws ..
validity and confirmation of by-laws passed by ..
not to vote on contracts where personally interested ..
not to purchase shares of other corporation without vote of
shareholders , ~ , , ..
exception as to company dealing in shares ~..
liability for declaring dividends when company insolvent ..
exception in case of mining company if confirmed by share-
holders , , ..
declaration of stock dividends by ..
liability for making loans to shareholders ..
wages of labourers, servants, etc ..
qualification and remuneration to be stated in prospectus ..
statement in prospectus of interest in property acquired .
penalty for violation of provisions as to issue of prospectus ..
liability for statements in prospectus ..
indemnity to person improperly named in prospectus ..
contribution from co-director .
compensation by, for violation of provisions as to allotment
neglect to make return as to allotments and penalty ..
report to shareholders of public company ..
filling casual vacancies in office of auditor ..
names and addresses in annual statement ..
returns as to changes in directorate llnd penalty ..
appointment of substitute by absent .
penalty for contravention of provisions re mining company ..
powers of to cease on winding-up ..
assessment of damages against delinquent on winding-up .
of mutual fire insurance corporation ..
insurance corporation , ..
Dissolution
upon surrender of charter by solvent corporation ..
not to follow from failure to elect directors .
of corporation after liquidation ..
Dividends
books to be closed prio:' to paying .
by-laws for declaring and paying ..
liability of directors for declaring where company insolvent ..
special provision as to mining company declaring, out of
funds , , .
declaration of stock, by directors .
returns as to, by public utility companies .
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2175
2179
2179
2179
2180
2180
2183
2185
2186
2186
2187
2187
2187
2187
2188
2188
2188
2189
2189
2190
2190
2190
2191
2191
2191
2192
2192
2195
2197
2198
2199
2200
2200
2202
2204
2204
2209
2211
2213
2218
2218
2228
2235
2243
2248
2171
2188
2237
2180
2189
2191
2191
2191
2225
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Dividends-Continued
disposition of unclaimed, on dissolution of corporation
of cash mutual insurance corporation .
mutual insurance corporation .,'
Documents
restrictions on filing before payment of fees
authentication of .
disposal of after winding up " .
Educational Fund
formation, by.co..operative corporation
Endowment Funds
of fraternal societies, distribution of
Executive Committee .
of directors .
Existence
of corporation when to begin
term of, of public utility corporation
extending _._._ _..
Expenses
statement of preliminary in prospectus .
Expropriation
pOWCl'S of public utility companics as to
Fees
Lieutenant-Governor in Council to fix .
may vary in amount . .
no documents to issue until payment of .
payment of before filing return ..
Forfeiture
of real estate . .
of corporate powers for non-user
Fraternal Societies
incorporation of .
of Ontario lodges of foreign. . .
amalgamation . .
voluntary winding up, consent of superintendent
distribution of endowment funds of .
... 2237
.....2246, 2246
2247
2214
221.f
2238
2219
2261
2187
2165
2224
2226
2196
2226
2213
2214
2214
2214
2169
.... 2169,2259
2252
2253
2264
2260
2261
Head Oflice
by-Jaw changing location of ...
books to be kept at .
penalty for removal ..
Incline Railway
not to be incorporated under Act: .
Inspection
of affairs may be provided for in letters patent
of books of record by shaIeholders .
public utility companies ..
by creditors and contrIbutories ..
Inspectors
appointment of on winding-up
•
........ ~ .
2188
2206
2206
2168
2165
2207
2226
.2235
2230
I~DEX.
COMPANIES-Continued
Insurance Companies
applications for incorporation of ., , .
Insurer
winding-up business of .
notice to superintendent .
reinsurance of policy holders .
renewal of license for purpose of .
books. etc., as prima facie evidence ..
Investments
what insurer may make .
Joint Stock Insurance Companies
incorporation of ,.. , , .
capital stock value of shares .
agreements for amalgamation : ..
Land
power of corporation to acquire and hold .
restrictions on holding ..
forfeiture for breach of ..
extension of time for holding ..
statement of to Provincial Secretary ..
Land Titles Officer
not to register deed to or by corporation in default for return
or fees .
107
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2241
2259
2259
2260
2261
2262
2258
2241
2241
2242
2168
2168
2169
2169
2169
2213
Letters of Administration
power of liquidators to take out 2229
Letters Patent
notice in Gazette of granting 2165
defects in not to invalidate 2169
forfeiture of for non-user 2169
revocation of by Lieutenant-Governor........... 2170
regulations respecting applications and forms 2171.2172
copy of to be recorded in company's book.... 2206
not to issue before payment of fees.............................................. 2214
of public utility companies to be issued on order in council.... 2224
Lifetime of Corporation
when to begin , ,................................................................ 2165
term of public utility........................................................................ 2224
Limited
use of word by company......... 2172
penalty for not using.................................................................... 2172
for using without authority.............................................. 2172
Loan and Tfust Corpofations
not to be incorporated under Act...................................................... 2158
Loans
prohibition as to making to shareholders ~.......... 2192
Meetings
of private company or company not offering shares for sub·
scription , ,.. , , ,............................... 2174
general. notice of.. '... 2175
special general, calling of on requisition of shareholders.. 2176
place for holding , , , ,.................... 2178
IDS
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Meetings-Continued
genernl for election of first direetors .
statutory of public company. when to be called.
power of liquidators to summon generaL. .
summoning of on winding up under order of court.. .
calling of for account of liquidator .
Memorandum of Agreement
as to incorporation of company .
of corporation ._ .
Mining Company'
dividends, paying out of funds ..
annual return by .
discount, issuing shares at , ..
shareholders not personally liable for calls .
by-law authorizins:- and fixing rate of.. .
words "no personal liability" on documents and seal
share certificates to read "subject to call" or "not subject
to call" .
sale of shares on non-payment of calls .
penalty for contravention of provisions
Mortgages
to secure debentures, etc., see Bills of Sale and Chattel Mort-
gages .
registration of
exception .
Mortgagees
non-liability as shareholders befOJ::e foreclosure ..
absence of certificate to commence business not to affect rights
i\lortgagor
voting on shares held.
Mutual Benefit Societies
incorporation of
i\lutual Fire Insurance Corporation
incorporation without guarantee capital stock..
power to insure agricultural property only, on premium note
plan ..
f'A(lZ
2186
•2204
2231
2235
2237
2159
2161
2191
2212
2216
2216
2216
2216
2217
2217
2218
2186
2186
2186
2184
2202
2188
2254
2242
2244
Mutual Insurance Corporation
incorporation with guarantee capital stock 2242, 2247
without 2242
guarantee capital stock, amount of 2247
dividends on, limit of _................. 2247
application to cover losses.......... 2247
retirement or reduction of 2247
internal management........ . 2248-2251
voting power of members 2249
amalgamation of two or more .. 2251
reserve fund, formation and investment of . 2252
reduction of prohibited ,................................. 2252
Mutual Lh'e Stock Insurance Corporations
incorporation of, without guarantee capital stock 2244
internal management of........................ . 2248-2251
Mutual 'Veather Insurance Corporations
incorporation of without guarantee capital stock............. 2245
internal management of , ,2248·2251
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Name
change of by Lieutenant-Governor
use of the word "limited"
to be free from objection _ .
giving that of subsisting corporation whose
acquired .
giving that of defaulting corporation to another
change of where objectionable or upon application
notice of change in Gazette .
not to affect rights or obligations .
.............
business is
P.\GK
2161
2172
2173
2173
2173
2173
2174
2174
Penalties
recovery 2215
Pension Fund and Emplo)'ees "'utual Benefit Societies
incorporation .
powers and objects..... . .
interest of member not transferable .
special audit of accounts on order of Provo Sec)'.
Powel:' of Attorney
to execute deeds for corporation
... , 225o.l, 2255
2256
2257
2257
2215
Preference Shares
b)'·laws for creatin~ and converting, ..
confirmation of by shareholders. __ . ..
confirmation by supplementary lettcrs patent
consent of holders to redemptioh or con\-ersion
statement as to in annual statement..
2185
2185
2186
2186
2211
Printe Company
meaning of . _..
incorporation, with power to lend money on mortgage
conversion into public company .
use of words on seal and share certificates...
penalty for not using....
Promoter
remuneration of to be stated in prospectus
liability for statements in prospectus
who to be deemed
2157
2158
2163
2172
2173
2196
2199
2200
Proprietary Clubs
charter not to exempt from
of billiard tables
municipal by.law as to licensing
2169
2193
... 2194,2195
2194
2194
.... 2195·2197
2198
2199
2200
2200
2200
Prospedus
meaning of , .
issue and filing of .. .
deli\'ery of copy befol:'e subscription.
statement in lieu of .
what to be disclosed in . . .
penalty for neglect to comply with provisions as to
liability for statements in _. .. __ .
for raising further capital, statements in ,.
indemnity of person whose name has been improperl)' inserted
contribution from co-director for liability by issue of .
Pro\'ineial Purposes
taxation of, for
see Corporations
....................
Tax
38g
386
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2213
2162
2158
2177
2178
2178
2178
2219
2157
2201
2202
2203
2203
2203
2203
2204
2204
2223
2223
2224
2224
2224
2224
2225
2225
2225
2225
2226
2226
2175
2175
2176
2176
2176
2204
2210
Proxies
appointment and qualification' of .
not to vote on show of hands .
'form and revocation of .
prescribing time for deposit of .
of branches of co-operative corporation ..
Public Company
meaning of ..
allotment of shares, restrictions on .
commencement of business, restrictions on ..
certificate of Provincial Secretary .
penalty for commencing before issue of .
moneys received to be held in trust .
return of allotments to Provincial Secretary ..
penalty for not making .
statutory meeting of .
Public Utility Companies
what to include .
applic.ations for incorporation, material to be produced on ..
letters patent to issue on order in council... ..
limitations as to term of existence or borrowing powers .
supplementary letters patent fixing terms of allotment by ..
right of municipality to acquire undertaking not affected.
by-laws for control and management " ..
penalty for contravention of.. " ..
additional returns required .
inspection of books .
extension of term of existence ..
powers of expropriation ..
Railways
not to be incorporated under Act " .
Reciprocal Insurance
corpol'atiC'n effecting, when not to be deemed an insurer........2215,2216
Registrar of Deeds
not to register deed to or by corporation in default for return
or fees ..
Regulations
in memorandum of agreement where no share capita!.............. 2161
powcr of Lieutenant-Governor to make 2171, 2172
Re-Incorporation
of existing corporation ..
Report.
by directors to shareholders before annual meeting ..
to be sent to shareholders ..
except where by-laws otherwise provide ..
must be sent on written application ..
penalty for not sending .
to shareholders of public company ..
of auditors to shareholders ..
Returns
by public company as to allotment of shares..... 2203
penalty for not making.. 2204
penalty for false statement in.......................................................... 2208
annual, of every corporation........ 2210
contents of , 2210-2212
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Returns-Continued
to be sent to Provincial Secretary..... .. 2212
penalty .. . 2212
deed not to be registered when corporation in default. 2213
by corporations existing prior to 1st July, 1907............. 2213
to Provincial Secretary as to change in directors 2213
penalty for not making..................................................... 2213
requiring on any subject by Provincial Secretary....... . 2213
special of co-operative corporation, by Provincial Secy. 2222
additional by public utility companies................ 2225
Seal
power to have, for use abroad................... . 2215
authority to agent to affix............................ .. 2215
Securities
by-laws for issuing .. 2186
mortgages securing.......................................... 2186
Shareholders
liability to creditors on reduction of capital 2164
liability for debts where less than five............... 2170
voting power of......................................................... 2177
limit of holdings in co-operative cold storage cheese and but-
ter companies :............................ 2178
entitled to a certificate of shares 2118
rights if certificate lost 2179
right to vote of fiduciar)' owners. .. . .. . 2183
liability of for calls until shares p?.id up .. 2184
right of set-off........................................... 2184
non-liability for acts, defaults, etc., of company......... 2184
trustees not personally liable . .. 2184
prohibition as to making loans to .. 2192
list of to be produced at statutory meeting . 2205
discussion of business at :.. 2205
application for rectification of entries in books....... 2207
inspection of books of record by................................... 2207
list of, in annual statement................. 2211
not personally liable for calls on mining shares issued at dis·
count . 2216
proceedings by on refusal of liquidator... .. .. .. 2236
Shares
procedure on taking in execution . . 1224
issue of no par value 2159
what to be set out in letters patent .. .. 2159
creation of for corporation without capital..... 2161
payment in for property acquired................ . " .. 2168
certificate of ownership..................................... 2178
renewal of where lost or destroyed ....... .... . . 2179
exchange for shares in pounds sterling, francs or marks 2179
to be personal estate.......... . 2179
transfer, no restrictions on if paid up 2179
director's consent, required if not paid up 2179
not valid until entry......................................... .. 2180
calls by directors................................................................... 2181
forfeiture of shares for non-payment of.. 2181
trustees voting on 2183
not to be purchased in other companies without vote of share-
holders 2190
exception as to company dealing in shares.......... 2190
when deemed to be offered for subscription..... 2193
commission on subscriptions for . 2193
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2194
2158
2191
2192
2165
2224
2226
2179
2181
2181
2182
2182
2183
2194
2201
2203
2216
2217
2220
Shares-Continued
capital not to be applied in paying .
subscriptions for not to be binding without delivery of pros-
pectus ..
allotment in public companies, restrictions on ..
returns as to ..
issue at discount by mining company ..
sale of for non-payment of call!> ..
transfer of in co-operative corporation ..
Share Warrants
to be deemed shares _ -
issue and surrender of .
holders. of ..
how far to be deemed shareholders ..
restrictions on .
issue of new where lost or destroyed .
Statement
annual of affairs of corporation :!HO-2212
Stock Dividends
declaration of .
approval of shareholders .
Street Railway
not to be incorporated under Act ..
Supplementary Letters Patent
increasing or decreasing capital, varying powers, etc 2163, 2164
sufficiency of material to be estahlished before issue 2164, 2165
defects in form not to invalidate...................................................... 2169
revocation of by Lieutenant-Governor in CounciL....................... 2170
not to issue before payment of fees.................... 2214
to public utility companies, to be issued on order in council.... 2224
limitations which may be imposed by................................. 2224
Surrender of Charter.................................................................................... 2170
Term of Existence
of corporation when to begin ..
fixing of public utility companies .
supplementary letters patent extending .
Tolls
by-laws of public utility companies as to 2225
Toronto Railway Co.
application of winding-up provisions to.......................................... 2238
Trustees
voting on shares held............... 2183
as directors 2187
Wages
extent of liability for payment by contractor, etc. 1801
enforcing payment on contractor's default 1801
lia.bil!ty of direct.ors. for...................................................................... 2192
Priority of on wmdmg-up.................................................................. 2228
Winding-Up
application for, for not holding statutory meeting or filing
report 2205
contributories, Iiability of........................................... 2226
who liable in case of death............................. 2226
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Winding Up-Contin.ued
Voluntary
upon expiration of charter, by resolution, etc. .. 2226
commencement of.................................................... 2227
corporation to cease business 2227
publication of notice of......................................... . 2227
no action against corporation after commencement of 2227
application of assets and priority of 'wages 2228
liquidators, appointment 2228
general powers of 2229, 2230
insp~ctors, ~ppointment of.................................... 2230
prOVlng claims 2232
applications to faster for advice .. . . 2233
. Under order of Court
when order may be made.................................. .. 2233
commencement of.................................. .. 2234
powers of court 223-1
liquidator, appointment and removal of . 2234
proceeding on winding up after order 2234-2238
order of court for dissolution 2237
report by l~quidator to Provincial Secretary as to 2237
penalty for liquidator not making ....... . .. 2237
of business of insurer.......................................... 2259
notice to superintendent 2259
consent of Superintendent re Fraternal Society 2260
liquidator may re-insure policyholders 2260
CONDITIONAL SALES OF GOODS
Car Company
contracts for sale of rolling stock to be filed with Pro\'incial
Secretary .. .......... ........ 1i27
1729
1729
1728
172
172
1728,1729
1729
1/26
1726
1726,1727
1727
1726
1726
1727
1727
1727
1727
Contract
when to be in writing .... ......... ...... ... ..... .
filing copy with county court clerk
dispensed with in· cases of certain goods
sale of rolling stock to railway excepted
hire receipt with option of purchase ..
goods delivered for purpose of resale .
copy to be given to purchaser 'or hirer
compelling delivery......... .
record of in county court office ..
immaterial errors .
duty of seller or lender as to furnishing particulars of amount
due .. ..
penalty for defa<llt .. .
retaking for breach of condition .
where goods affixed to realty .
landlord's right to payoff lien .
contract made elsewhere with re pect to goods brought into
Ontario .. .. . _ .
discharge of .
Creditors
invalidity of conditional contrac , if not filed, as against
Error
when immaterial ..
1726
1727,1728
Fees
schedule of .. li27
'I< INDEX.
to keep , ..
payment of amount
.................. ... 1728,1729
CONDITIONAL SALES OF GOODS-Continued
,Filing
Jvo~~nnO~~ffs::tr~U~~h~s~~"i~" ~~~~s'(;'of" b~'s'i'~ess ::".: ".:: :::::: .
when dispensed with .
when not affected by clerical error..... . .
fixtures
right of seller or lender when goods have become
Hire Receipt
provision as to filing, when to apply
Hirer
right to copy of contract .
right of redemption if goods retained
Household Furniture
when contract need not be filed
Index
clerk of county or district court
Landlord
right to payoff vendor's lien
.\1anuracturcd Goods
when contract as to need not be filed
i\lortgagce
right to retain goods affixed to realty on
due .
:\Iusicallnstruments
when contracts as to need not be filed ._
Owner
when purchaser or hirer to be deemed...
effect of sale in ordinary course of business
Purchaser
in good faith not affected by contract unless filed...... . .
from trader in ordinary course of business not affected al-
though contract filed
right to copy of contract _.. _._. . .
right of redemptio'l if goods retained.
I'AG&
1726
1726
1726
1727
1728
1728
1727
1728
1726
1727
1729
1726
1726
1726
1726
1726
1726
1727
1728
1728
Ihilway Company
contracts for sale of rolling stock to be filed with Provincial
Secretary................ 1727
Ilcalty
right of seller or owner in goods affixed to , 1728,1729
owner or mortgagee may~rctain goods on payment of amount
due ,....... . , 1728.1729
Redemption
right of purchaser or hirer after possession retaken
Hetaking Possession
seller or lender to retain goods for 20 days ._
right of' redemption . , .
notice of resale in certain cases
time for giving
1728
1728
1728
1728
lXOI::X.
CONDITIONAL SALES OF GOODS-Continued
Rolling Stock
contracts for sale to be filed with Provincial Secretary
Seller
to deliver copy of contract to purchaser or hirer .
to furnish persons interested with particulars of amount due
penalty for default .
duty after re-taking possession .
Trader
delivery of goods for purpose of re-sale by
CONFESSION OF JUDGMENT
when void .
CONSOLlDATED REVENUE FUND
1l:i
r.\OE
1727
1727
1728
1728
1728
1726
1674
319
Colonial Securities
investment of surplus of................ 318
Crown
payment of judgment or award against 319
Deficiency
temporary loans to supply 335
Dominion Securities
investment of surplus in 318
Executi\"e Council
member o~ !Ray proceed upon, assign, transfer or discharge
seCUrities 319
Formation
sources of Fund 318
Gifts and Bequests
Treasurer authorized to accept certain ..
In\"estment
in what securities.. 318
Loans on Credit of
See Provincial Loans .. ..... ..... ... ...... 320
Payment out of
where money received and not applied to specific purpose .. 328
Permanent Charges
what to be........................................................... ...... 318
Pro,-incial Securities
investment of surplus in.... 318
Public Ser\"ice
appropriation of Fund to .. 318
ecurities
what may be selected for inv~stment of surplus. .. ... ...... 318
transmission of, on death, resignation or removal of Treasurer a19
may be realized, assigned, transferred or discharged by Min-
ister .. 319
116 ll'D£X.
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND-Continued
Special Funds
consolidation of .
Treasurer
vesting of securities, etc., in successor on death, resignation
or removal ..
authorized to accept certain gifts and bequests
United Kingdom
investment of surplus in securities of.
CONSOLIDATION OF STATUTES
effect of
CONSTABLES
3"
319
319
318
4, ,
Action
protection against
Sec Public Authorities Protection Act . 1295
Appointment
by sheriff for sittings of court
general sessions .
county judge .....
police magistrate .
Attorney-Genernl
payment out of Law Enforcement Fund on order of
30'1327
1327
1328
...1334,1335
..............1333, 1334
Commissioner of Police
appointment and powers of .
Count)· Judge
appointment by .
notice to clerk of the peace
dismissal or suspending .
powers as to appointing special constables .
Court
dut~, as to obe~'ing orders of ' .
DismisKal
by court of general sessions of the peace
by county judge or Inspector of Legal Offices .
Dominion Commissioners of Police
appointment by
Exemption from Service
mcmbers of militia corps exempt
Extradition
paymcnt of {'xp{'nses of. out of Law EnfOl"Ccm<,nt Fund
Fees
regulations as to ..... .. ... ...
see Administration of Justice Expenses
High Constablr..
appointment, remunerntion nnd equipment
tenure of office ..
oath
1327
1327
1330
1332
941
1327
1330
1326
1330
1335
13S3
ISS6
13ZB
1328
1328
CONSTABLES-Continued
I:-:OEX. 117
1'.\0&
High Constable-Continued
to have supervision of other constables. 1329
to be entitled to fees unless otherwise provided . 1329
regulations as to records to be kE'pt by......... 1333
Inspector of Legal Offices
authority of 1329
retuIns to . .. 1329
Inl"estiga tion
regulations as to .. . 1333
Jus'tice of the Peace
appointment of special constable by................... ..... ..... .. .. . ...... 1330
Law Enforcement Fund
payments out of 1335
3393
2626
Militia Corps
exemption of members of, from service except as special
constable 1330
Oath of Office
to be taken before entering on duties of office.. 1328
of high constabie 1328
Ontario Prol"incial Police Force
commissioner,-appointment, powers and duties 1333,1334
how composed . 1334
to be provincial constables 1334
regulations .. . 1334
expenses of employment of, at request of Crown Attorney.... 1335
Penalty
refusing to take oath...................................................................... 1332
refusing to serve............. 1332
application of 1332
Provincial Constable
member of provincial police force to be deemed .. 1334
conferring authority to act as .. .. 1334
Public Health Officers
rendering assistance to
Railwa)'s
appointment of, etc 2577-2579
member of provincial police force to be deemed.. .. . 1334
Railway and )Iunicipal Board
requiring assistance of ..
Regulations
matters which may be dealt with by................... ......... ...... ..... 1333
may be general or particular........................................................ 1333
as to provincial force 1334
Returns
by constables and high constables...... 1329
exceptions as to making , .. . .. 1329
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CONSTABLES-Continued
l!\O£~.
Special Constables
appointment of .
oath of . ..
notice of appointment to be sent to Provincial ·Scc~eta~y::::·.:::
powers of .._ .
payment of . .
termination of service .
penalty for refusing to take oath or act as. . .
to deliver up staves, etc., when discharged .
Suspension from Service
by county court judge or Inspector of Legal Offices...
Vexatiou" Actions Against
see Public Authorities Protection
CONSTITIiTIONAL QUESTIONS
1330
1330
1331
1331
13.11
1332
1332
1332
1330
1293
910
Action by Attorney-General
to test validity of statute
Appeal
from opinion of court .. 1277
application of provisions 1277
to divisional court . .1277, 1301
to Privy Council....... 1277
security not required 900
Attorne}'-General for Canada
when to be notified of hearing
A ttornc}"s·General of Ontario and Canada
notice to .
Counsel
arguing at request of court, payment of expenses .
Dominion Courts
jurisdiction of .
Hearing
notice of .
employment of.eounsel for unrepresented interests
Notice
to Attorney-General when validity of statute in question.
to Attorney-Gcneral for Canada, when to be given .
powers of court as to directing . .
Opinion of COUl't
certifying to Lieutenant-Governor in Council with reasons .
to be deemed a judgment ,.. .. .
appeal from . .
Prh'y Council
appeal to, unl'estl'icted
Heferenec by Licutenant-Go,'crnor in Council
to Appellate Division Ol' judge of the Supreme Court ...
1277
913, 914
1277
901
1277
1277
913
913, 1277
1277
1277
1277
1277
1277
1277
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CONSTITUTIONAL QUESTIONS--Continued
1301
Statutes
questions involving, validity of, notice to Attorney-General
and to Attorney-General of Canada ..... ,." ... ...... 913,1277
ummary Convictions
appeal to divisional court
CONSTRUCTION, RULES OF
see Interpretation .' ".. , 1
CONTAGIOUS DISEASES
see Public Health .
Venereal Dise.ase ..
3352
3413
CONSUMPTIVES
Hospitals
not to refuse admittance when provincial aid granted
Sanatoria for .
Treatment of
see Sanatoria for Consumptives
4135
4119
4119
CONTEMPT
Punishment of
powers of Supreme Court
powers of local courts
945,946
967
CONTINGENT USE
scintilla juris not necessary to support 1402
CONTINUATION SCHOOLS
3811
3815
3817
3810,3811
3813
3814
3814
3814
3814
Admission
high school regulations to govern
Buildings
powers of board as to ,.
Committee of Management
where school established by two or more boards
County Aid
. same provisions as to high schools to apply
determining cost of education .. : '. .
arbitration in default of agreement .. .. ..
information to be given to judge ' .
liability of county where no co-operative by-law passed ' ..
county pupils, non-resident pupils, resident pupils,-meaning
of , , ..
where cost exceeds legislatj.,'e grant and fees received, extent
of. liability of county............................ 3814,3815
reckoning attendance at new school........ ..' . 3815
agreement or award . 3815
term of award 3815
D-11
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CONTINUATION SCHOOLS-Continued
two or
County Aid-Continued
statements to be submitted on reference ._ .
county ~upils,-liability of county for .
non-resident pupils from adjacent county .
mode of ascertaining amount payable by county
reference and award . .
right of county to recover cost from local municipalities..
right of exemption of contributing municipalities .
County Council
voluntary contributions by
apportionment of .
In united counties ..
in aid of agricultural department _._ .. _ ..
balance of grant payable to district representative
where school situate in municipality or section in
more counties
County Schools
to become high schools
trustees continued in office
Course of Study
regulations to prescribe
Debts for Erection
payable in 30 years
I'.... ~
"'15
3815
.3815,3816
3816
"'''3816
3817
3816
.3816,3817
3817
3817
3817
3817
3818
3818
3818
2790
Establishment
by public or separate school board 3810
approval of minister ,__ 3810
agreement for joint action by public and separate school board 3811
prohibition, where there is high school or in high school dis-
trict ,............ 3813
Fees
power as to charging .. 3812
agreement for payment of annual sum in commutation.. 3812
of whole or part of fees and valida-
tion of agreements already
entered into 3812
High School
county schools to become
Incorporation
committee for management of joint school
3818
3811
Maintenance
meaning of .3810
agreement for, where school established by two or more boards 3811
rates to be levied for 3811, 3812
agreement for sUPl?ort by adjoining sections 3813
contributing sectIons to provide for funds in estimates........ 3813
voluntary aid of county council .3816,3817
"'10
. 3810, 3811
Permanent Imprcn'ements
meaning of .
powers of board !ls to .
Principal
qualification of, whel'e county school becomes hi~h school 3818
I U[,;X.
CONTINUATION SCHOOLS--Continued
Rate
in union school section '" .
for township grant .
Regulations
meaning of ..
admission of pupils .
qualification of teachers. . .
courses of study ..... ......... ..
cparnte School Trustee
rates for maintenance where school established by
Site
powers of board as to .
Teacher
township grant in aid of salary
qualification ..
Township Grant ..
121
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3811
3811
3810
3817
3817
3818
3 11,3812
3810.3811
3811
3817
3811
Trustees
continued in office aftel' county school becomes high school 3818
Union of Counties
apportionment of county grant by............................ 3817
Union School Section
where school established by two or more boards, rate to be
levied by council of each municipality 3811
CONTRACT
Conditional Sale of Good-
see Conditional Sales
)Iercantile
see Mercantile Law
Sale of Goods
see Sale of Good
CONTRACTORS
J.ien on Buildings, Etc.
see Mechanics' Liens
Wages
enforcing payment on public anll other works
CONTRIBUTORY NEGLIGENCE
apportionment of damages in actions for ne~liJrence
CONTROVERTED ELECTIONS
Abatement of Petition
by death of sole, or In!;t surviving petitioner ......
Adjournment
of election court ...
of trial pending decision on question of law
of trial on death or withdrawal of respondent
1726
1667
1689
1765
1800
1161
243
235
240
243
J22 IXDEX.
CONTROVERTED ELECTIONS--Continued
Agency
need not be proved, before evidence of corrupt practice
Agent
liabillty for costs when found guilty of corrupt practices..
Amendment
power of divisional court as to ......
Appeal
may be proceeded with notwithstanding acceptance of office,
resignation, prorogation or dissolution .
certificates of trial judges to form part of record..
when member not to sit, pending decision on ....
notice to speaker....... . .
disagreement of trial judges ..' ,
divisional court may determine matter or refer back
security for costs" .
setting down
notice of .
precedence over ordinary business,
hearing and judgment.,
review of facts as well as law .
powers of court as to amendments and evidence
order as to disposition of deposiL ...
certifying judgment to speaker..
new trial may be ordered .
decision of divisional court to be fmal ..
not to lie from decision of trial judges acquitting candidate of
corrupt practices
jurisdiction of divisional court .
to be heard by five judges
Assembly
communicating certificates and reports to. .. .
action by, on certificate and report .
when member not to sit pending decision on appeal ..
consequences of resolution declaring seat of respondent
vacant . .
Attachment
for contempt, power of court as to
Candidate
meaning of . .
disclaimer by, effect of . .
examination of, when not a party to petition ..
no appeal from judgment of trial judge acquitting of corrupt
practices ... ......
right to indemnity for costs by agent guilty of corrupt
practices .
when not entitled to benefit of limitation as to costs
Certificate of Findings of Court
transmission to speakel·.....
report on corrupt practices with .
special report.............. . .
to divisional court on appeal
concurrence of trial judge in
differences of opinion of trial judges
no report to be made..
to be laid belore Assembly.
proceedings by Assembly thereon
236
247
241
23.
236
23.
m
240
24'
24'
24'
241
24'241
241
241
241
241
241
242
242
m
917
".2.0
230
248
248
227
281
"8
242
247
248
237, 288
288
238
288
288
"0
289
2892"
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CONTROVERTED ELECTIONS-Continued
P~OI:
Certificate of Indemnit}· to Witnes
effect of 237
Clerk of the Crown in Chancery
notice of presenting petition to be sent to.................................. 230
Contempt
power to issue writ of attachment for............................................ 248
227
248
248
248
248
248
248
228
228
231
232
241.
243
233
246
247
247
247
247
247
Corrupt Practice
. meaning of........... .. ..
time for presenting petition, where specific acts of corruption
alleged 229
by candidate not returned, may be subject matter of petition 229
cross petition by respondent alleging............................................ 230
extensive prevalence of, permitting petition after disclaimer 231
no appeal from judgment of trial judges acquitting candidate 242
trial before summary trial court for.......... 244
constitution of court 244
appearance of person charged, order for.................................. 244
service of order 244
issue of warrant on non-attendance....... 244
procedure on hearing 244
right to counseL.... 244
order for payment of penalty or for imprisonment................ 244, 245
costs, enforcing payment of...................................... 245
imprisonment on default of payment of money penalty........ 245
commencement of term of........................................................ 245
powers of court as to.................................................................. 245
judgment to bar other proceedings 245
notice to person charged while in court 245
direction to counselor crown attorney to prosecute................ 245, 246
fees of prosecuting counsel...................................................... 246
witness fees and mileage 246
execution on non-payment of penalty........................................ 246
application of penalties 246
hearing to follow on trial of petition 246
limitation of prosecution 246
liability of agent guilty of for costs.............................................. 247
candidate found guilty of, not entitled to benefit of limitation
as to costs ..
Crown Attorney to prosecute persons reported for ..
Costs
rules of court may be made as to ..
application of practice of supreme court ..
security for, what to include ..
deposit .
order as to disposition of deposit.. .
security for, order on withdrawal and substitution of new
petitioner .
of preliminary examination, how to be borne ..
general discretion as to ..
where petition filed before notice of disclaimer ..
agent's liability for ..
candidate may recover ..
limitations as to amount of counsel fees ..
other charges .
not to apply in favour of candidate guilty of corrupt prac-
tices ..
recovery from petitioner, application of deposit ..
not to be awarded against candidate not unseated ..
solicitor and client ..
filing of
124
CONTROVERTED ELECTIONS-Continued
Counsel
right of person charged before summary trial couct
directing' prosecution before summary tdals court_
fees ,.
Coul'll'.el Fees
limitation of amount taxnble for
Counl)'
includes united counties and district
County Court
includes district COllrt
Court
means divisional court
jurisdiction and authority R"enerally
enrol'dng OC(]Cl"S and punishing for contempt
Cross Petition
trial of, when to take plnce .
alleging- corrupt Ilcacticc by candidate not returned
Crown AttOfllCY
conducting prosecution before summary trials court
fees . " __ _
to prosecute persons n:portcd for COl'cupt practice
Deposit
on filin~ of petition _._
costs of preliminary examination not chargeable against
order as to disposition of
Depositions
authentication and
right to copies of
use of at trial
,-..OK
24'
246, 246
246
247
227
227
227
228
248
230
230
245, 246
.246
248
232
238
241
233
238
238
for appeal
Disclaimer
not to affect right of petitioner to claim seat.
notice of to be ~iven to petitioner _ ._ ... _,
permitting petition to be filed notwithstandin~
respondent's liability, for costs where petition
notice , .
effect of, on pending petition
Oisco\'er)'
application of practice of Supreme Court ,..:
Disqualification
of respondent withdrawing opposition to petition
l::lection
writ not to issue until after expiry of time
not to be questioned except on petition
filed before
23J
231
231
247
266
228
24'
23'
248
Election Court
meaning of
how constituted
registrar.. , ...... " ..
sittings where to be held
adjournment to Toronto
227
284
234
236
235
election, how entered
IXnp.x.
CONTROVERTED ELECTIONS-Continued
Election Courl-Continued
receiving and attending judge
general powers of . .
court of record ..
reference back to, by divisional court
may be summary trial court
Election Expen es
attendance of returning officer with bills and vouchers on
preliminary examination .. ..
Eledion Li t
meaning of
preparation of by registrar
several petitions as to same
E"idence
use of depositions at tl'ial . . .
of corrupt practice, may be given before proof of agency
cross evidence of undue return . ..
subpoenaing and swearing witnesses. .. ..
order for attendance, examination by court .
cross examination ..
prisoner, production of ..
witnesses, not excu ed .. . . ..
certificate of indemnity.... ..
expenses of, on trial of petition .
in summary tl'ials COUI1. .. .
report upon demeanour of ..
powers of divisional court as to taking ..
writ and return, need not be proved .
Examination for di cover)'
application of practice of Supreme Court .
Examination of Partie
when and how to be held ..
explanatory examination . .
member elect not compellable to attend during session
order for closing when of unreasonable length ..
of candidate for whom seat is claimed . ..
before whom to take place .
costs, to be borne by party procuring..... .
depositions, filing, right to copies .. ..
use of at trial................................................. .. ..
attendance of returning officer with bill and evidence of ex-
penses .
prisoner, order for attendance of . .. '"
Expenses
of judges and sheriff, how payable . ..
Fees
of registrar of election court when appointed by judge
of witnesses before summary trials court ..
limitation as to amount taxable .. .
125
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235
235
235
240
244
233
227
234
234
233
236
236
236
236
236
237
237
237
237
246
241
241
248
228
232
232
232
232, 233
233
233
233
233
233
233
233
248
234
246
247
Imprisonment
powers of summary trials court as to .
Judges
assignment of, for trial of petitions .
two to try petitiorr ..
reception and attendance on
244, 245
234
234
235
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CONTROVERTED ELECTIONS-Continued
Judges-Continued
powers of divisional court in case of disagreement 240
reference back 240
expenses of, how payable 248
enforcing orders, and punishing for contempt ..... 248
Members Elect
diselaimer by, effect of , 231
not compellable to attend for c)[amination during session. 232
not to sit after adverse decision of judges although appeal
pending _. 239
New Trial
divisional court may order
Office
acceptance by respondent not to stop trial or appeal.
Particulars
verification of, by affidavit _ ..
- .,.
241
235
230
...... : .
Payment Into and Out of COUtt
application of practice of Supreme Court as to
Penalties
undet Election Act, when to attach to witness
powers of summary trials court as to .
one-half to belong to private prosecutor
Petition
application of ptactice of Supreme Court .
time for presentation not to be extended .
what may be subject matter of .
who may present .
makiD~ two or more candidates respondents .
teturnmg officer complained of, to be a respondent
complaining of no return, discretion of court .
when to be presented
fonn .
by whom to be signed
cross-petition, time for presenting
subject of . . .
trial .
how presented . .
notice by local registrar to registrar...
verification of .
publication of notice of .
disclaimer, effect of .
notice to petitioner . .
permitting petition to be filed or proceeded with notwith-
standing ....................•_ .
security for costs, petitioner to furnish ..
service of . ..
examination of parties. . .
production of bills and vouchers for election expenditure
use of depositions at trial .
trial, order of ._.. . .
before two judges .
assignment of judges to election courts .
substitution of one judge for another
registrar of election court
place of
adjournments
228
237
24.4.-24.6
246
228
228
229
229
229
229
229
22.22.
22.
230
230
230
230
230
230
230
231
231
231
231
232
232
233
233 •
234
234
234
234
234
235
235
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Petition-Continued
notice of 235
not to be stayed by certain circumstances.............................. 235
delay in fixing date for, substitution of new petitioner.......... 235
time for commencing and proceeding with .. 235
postponement after day fixed ~36
extending time for fixing :................................ 236
when not to be held during session or within fifteen days
thereafter 236
evidence, of corrupt practice before' proof of agency............ 236
cross evidence of undue return 236
witnesses, how s;Immoned ,.......... 236
examination by court 236
prisoners 237
not excused from answering 237
certificate of indemnity , 237
expenses of 237
reports and certificates to be made and given by election court 237, 238
concurrence of judges in 238
as to difference of opinion 239
submission to Assembly and entry in journals........................ 239
upon demeanour of witnesses , :. 241
special case 239, 240
appeals 240
withdrawal of 242
substitution of new petitioner 242
costs 242
report as to corrupt arrangement 242
abatement by death of petitioner 243
substitution of new petitioner 243
substitution of new petitioner for one not qualified.................... 243
death or y,?-cating of seat of respondent, or withdrawal of
opposItIon 243
admitting new respondent to oppose 243
adjournment of trial.................... 243
respondent's disabilities after giving notice of withdrawal 244
costs, discretion as to 246
respondent disclaiming liable for 247
order for payment by agent guilty of corrupt practice............ 247
limitation as to amount taxable between party and party.... 247
exception as to candidate guilty of corrupt practice..... 248
recovery of 248
not recoverable against candidate not unseated........................ 248
as between solicitor antl client................ 248
contempt, power as to punishment for............................................ 248
expenses of court, payment of :....... 248
prosecution for corrupt practices, duty of Crown attorney........ 248
election not to be questioned in any other manner. 248
Prisoner
order for attendance on preliminary examination.................... 233
production of, as witness at triaL.... 237
Procedure
See Petition
Production of Documents
application of practice of Supreme Court... 228
by candidate not a party to petition.............................................. 233
Public :l\Ioneys
meaning of ,............................................... 227
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CONTROVERTED ELECTIONS-Continued
Registrar
means registrar of Appellate Division
presenting petition by delivery to , .
to give notice of presentation of petition to Clerk of the
Crown in Chancery .
notice of filing petition in local offices to be given to.
preparation of election list by
to give notice of appeal to S,leaker .
setting down appeal .
to certify judgment on special ca;;.e to Speaker..
Registrar of Election Court
appointment of
salary
Report
by trial judges on corrupt practices
special report
judges to concur in ..
not to be made where judf{es differ .
to be communicutell to Assembly _ _ .
on corrullt arrangement fOl' withdrawal of petition .
on withdrawal of respondent ,." .
Crown attorney to prosecute persons named for corrupt prac-
tices .
Resignation
of respondent not to stop trial or appeal
Respondcnt
when returning officcr to be dcemed . .. .
presenting cross petition . .
acceptance of office or l'esignation not to stop trial or appeal
notice of death, 01' withdrawal of .
admission of new I'espondent to oppose petition..
disabilities consequent all withdrawal
Return
proof of not required ....
not to be questionell except on petition .
Returning Officer
when to be deemed a respondent .. .
publication of notice of petition by _ .
attendance with bills and vouchers on preliminary examination
Rules of Court
powers of Supreme COUl·t as to making.
when to be laid befol'e Assembly
present rules continued " .
practice as to mattei's not provided for by, .
Security for Costs
what to be given fol'
deposit, payment into court of .
order as to disposition of ..
order as to, on application for withdrawal of petition
application in payment of respondent's costs
on appeal
Service
application of practice of SUllreme Court as to
of petition, manner of _ , _ .
of order for appearance beforc summary trials courl
PAQR
227
230
230
230
234
23.
240
241
234
234
238
238
238
23.
28'
242
244
248
286
22'
280
286
243
243
244
248
248
220
230
283
228
228
288
228
231
282
241
242
242
240
228
232
244
INPEX.
CONTROVERTED ELECTIONS-Continued
Sherlft'
eXpense~ of, how payable .
Speaker
when clerk of Assembly included ..
certifying decisions of judges to ..
communicating certificate and report to Assembly ..
notice of appeal to be given to .
judgment on special case to be certified to ..
registrar to certify judgment of Divisional Court to .
special report to, on corrupt arrangement for withdrawal of
petition , , .
court to report notice of withdrawal of respondent to .
Solicitor and Client Costs
limitation of amount taxable ..
129
248
228
237, 238
239
239
239,240
241
242
244
248
230
Special Case
when to be stated 239, 240
Divisional Court to hear 239, 240
Summary Trials Court
See Corrupt Practice
Taxation of Costs
application of practice of Supreme Court. 228
limitation of amount taxable.. .. 247, 248
Trial of Cross Petition
when to take place
Trial of Petition
See Petition
Undue Return
cross evidence as to 236
Withdrawal of Petition
application for leave .. 242
notice of 242
all petitioners must concur 242
substitution of new petitioner, who may apply...................... 242
order as to security of original petitioner....... .... ....... ......... ......... 242
security by substituted petitioner.............................................. 242
where original petitioner' not qualified..... 243
special report where corrupt bargain appears 242
CONVEYANCES
Short Form
Registration of
see Registration of Instruments ..
Land Titles ..
CONVEYANCES, FRAUDULENT
see Fraudulent Conveyances .
CONVEYANCES TO TRUSTEES FOR SCHOOLS
1437
1532
1598
1388
election of trustees .. . 3943
land, power to acquire and hold 3943
registration of deed . 8943
]:30
.,
, .
CONVEYANCING AND LAW OF PROPERTY
Appurtenances
what to pass with conve)'ance
Auctions of Estates
bidding by seller or puffer at
Bonds of Corporations
'transfer of _ _ _ .
Building Itestrietions
order of judge of Supreme Court modifying or discharging
appeal .
exception as to municipal by-laws
Cestui Que Vie
when death of presumed " .
rights of person evicted during lifetime of
recovery of mesne profits
Chattel Interest in Land
assignment of to be by deed..
Choses in Actions
assignment of .
where several claimants under
Concealment of Deeds
liability of vendor or mortgagor for _.
Contingent Interest
in land disposal of by deed
Contingent Remainder
forfeiture, etc., of preceding estate not to affect_
Contingent Uses
limitations to, when to take effect
scintilla juris not necessary
Con\'eyance
of corporeal tenements and hereditaments
words of limitation in .
receipt for consideration money in, effect of
execution of in presence of purchl\ser .
certain transfers of intefest, when void unless by deed .
when grantees or occupants to take as tenants in common and
not as joint tenants .
of land, what deemed included in .. . .
grant or reservation of mining or surface fights in, effect of
of land by corporations . .
ord'!r of court for, free from incumbrance ..
of property to self and others Of to wife
Corpofations
conveyance of land by , ' .
transfer of debentures of .
13!lS
1408
1407
1409
1409
1409
1404
1404
1404
1395
1407
1407
1408
1395
1403
1402
1402
1393
1394
1394
1394
1395
1395
1395
1396
1396
1397
1403
1396
1407
Corporeal Hereditaments and Tt!nt!ments
conveyance of .
CO\'cnant
in assurance to charitable uses .
what to be implied in conveyances .
enforcing and variation of .
1393
1381
.. .. 1397-1399
1399
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Col"enant~ontinued
operation of . .
to produce, deposit of document in regi try to be sufficient
if with joint covenantees to enure to benefit of survivor
Debentures of Corporations
. transfer of .
P.\(lt:
1400
1594, 1595
1669
1407
Debts
assignment of . '" 1407
effect of .. . _.... 1407
Devise
to two or more persons, effect of
Doweress
impeachment of for waste
Easement
effect of reservation of right of wa;li. etc.
Estate in Fee SImple
limitation of ..
1396
1402
1394
Estate Tail
limitation of ..
not to be defeated or enlarged
executory interest
by disposal of contingent or
1394
1396
Executory Interest
in land, disposal of by deed
Exchange of Land
to be by deed : .
does not imply any condition in law " .. .
Fraud
liability of vendor or mortgagor for concealment of deeds
Feoffment
to be by deed ~ ..
not to have tortious operation .
Freedom from Incumbrances'
an implied covenant in conveyance
Further Assurance
an implied covenant in conveyance
an implied covenant in settlement
Future Interest
in land, disposal of b)' deed
"Give"
effect of, in conveyance
"Grant"
effect of, in conveyance .
Grant
to two or more persons, effect of
1396
1896
1396
1408
13~
13114
1398
1398
1399
1396
1396
1396
1396
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Guardian
of infant's estate, impeachment of for waste , _., .
coml'clling production of person 9£ infant..
holdmg over, deemed tN!spasser .
recovery of damages for
Husband
when entitled to tenancy by the curtesy.
impeachment of for waste
conveyance by to wife __
conveyance by wife to , _
compelling production of person of wife by
Illusory Appointments
not to be invalid
1402
1406
14'16
1407
1401
1402
1403
1403
1405
1401
Implied Covenants
in conveyances _....... . .
by beneficial owner .
by trustee, mortgagee, etc..
by way of settlement .
by direction of beneficial owner
enforcing, and variation of...._..
Improvemenh Under Mistake of Title
lien on land for .
Incumbrances
payment into court to meet, on sale
. 1397-1399
1898
1398
1399
1399
lS~9
1408
1897
Joint Tenanta
grantees and devisees, when not to take as
~:biln~ ~fqi~~n:a~~d by ~~~.~.~~~~~.~.~~..~~..~~~~..~s
Leaseholds
implied covenants in conveyance of .
Lessees
liability of for waste
Lien
for improvements, under mistake of title
Merger
not to affect contingent remainder
when none by operation of law
!'lIining Rights
il'rant or reservation of in conveyance, effect of
exception where Crown is grantor __ ._
Mortga&'or
liability of for fraud .
Orders of Court
when not to be invalidated
Partition of Land
to be by deed .
does not imply any condition in law
Payment into Court
to meet incumbrances on sale of land
effect of .. . ..
1396
1896
1402
1898
1402
1403
1408
14'"
1896
1886
1408
1408
1896
181il6
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1394
Pedigree
liability of vendor or mortgagor (or falsifying. 1408
Possession
persons acquiring land by to hold as tenants in common 1395
I.'ossibility Coupled With an Interest
in land, disposal o( by deed. 1395
Posthumous Children
to take as if born in lifetime of father 1404
Powers of Appointment
execution o( 1400
disclaimer of, by donee 1400
who to exercise on ,1400
sales under not avoided by mistaken payment to life tenant 1400
appointments, not to be invalid because illusory.. 1401
Production of Persons
rights of reversioner as to 1405
order of court for " 1405
presl:imption of death on failure 1405
when resident out of Ontario 1405
presumption of death on non-production 1406
cas':! of failure to produce person alive 1406
Puffer
bidding as 1408
f'urchases of Re,"ersions
when not to be set aside 1403
"urchaser
execution of conve:)-'ance in presence of
Purchaser for Value Without Xotice
certain proof not required of
Quiet Enjoyment
an implied covenant in conve~'ance
Receipt
for consideration money in conveyance, effect of
Rent Charge
effect of release of part of land fl'om
Reversions
purchases of when 'not to be set aside
Reversioner
right of as to production of persons
Rirht of Access
to be included in grant or reservation of mining rights
Right of Entry
disposal of by deed
Right to Con,·ey
an implied covenant ill conve)'ance
Settlor
implied co\'enants in conveyance by
1403
1398
1394
]402
1403
1405
1396
1395
1398
1399
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Surface Rights
grant or reservation of in conveyance, effect of " ".".
Surrender
if required to be in writing must be by deed
Tenant for Lire
where payment made to him by mistake _
impeachment of for waste .
without impeachment of waste, rights of
when death of presumed . "..
rights of person evicted during lifetime of .
recovery of mesne profits _ _ _
Tenants in Common
when grantees or devisees to take as
persons acquiring land by length of possession to hold as .
liability of for waste .
Tenancy by the Curtes)"
when husband entitled to
impeachement of tenant for waste
Tenements
exchange or partition of not to imply any covenant in law
Trusl<!e
implied covenants in conveyance by.... . .
compelling production of cestui que trust by
holding over deemed trespasser . .
recovery of damages for ..
Uses
limitations to, .....heu to take effect
scintilla juris not necessary
Vendor
liability of for fr~ud, Cle.
Waste
who impeachable for _ .
liability in damages for. . .
right of tenant for life without impeachment of
tenants in common, liability of for
joint tenant, liability of for .
lessees, liability of for .
Wife
when to hold as tenant in common with husband and not by
entirety....... . . .
conveyance by to husband. . _ .
conveyance by husband to . ._.................. . ..
production of person of, by husband , :.. ,., .. '
CONVICTIONS
Procedure
see Summar}' Convictions
Quashing
procedure upon
Returns of
13P6
1395
1400
1402
1402
1404
1404
1404
1395
1895
1402
1401
1402
1395
1898
1405
1406
1407
1402
1402
1408
1402
1402
1402
1<02
1402
1402
1395
1403
1403
1406
1297
922
1281
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CO-OPERATIVE MARKETING LOANS
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Annual leeting
notice to Minister .. 829
Annual Report
to Assembly....................................................... .. 829
to linister 829
"
ssociation
definition of
loans to .
contract for
security .
inspection of books, etc
Chattel Mortgage
loan on personal property to be secured by
Contract for Loan
loan to be based on . .... ....... .. ......... ....... . .
~;~;fss~ion: ~~ "':::::.:::::::::::.::.:..::::. ':.::::::::::::.. ::.::::::':.:.::: '..:.:. :::::.:::'.:
828
828
828
829
830
829
828
830
830
Inspection
powers of Minister
Meetings
power of iinister as to calling
Minister
powers of .. . .
Mortgages
tax purchasers title to be subject to
Regulations
power to make
CORN BORER
" Inspector
appointment, duties and powers of
penalty for obstructing, etc ........
Regulations
power to make
Provincial Entomologist
assistance of .. ..
CORN GROWERS' ASSOCIATION
continued as body corporate
CORONER
Annual Return
. to be made to Attorney-General
830
829
...... 829, 830
829
829
3617
3618
3618
3617
792
1320
Appointment ..
how made .. .. __ 1313
special provisions as to TOI'onto and Hamilton 1313, 1314
filing of 1314
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CORONER-Continued
INIlEX.
Associate Coroner
"coroner" to include
powers and duties of .
appointment of, in Toronto and Hamilton _ , .
powers of, in Counties of York and Wentworth .
Burial
warrant for
Rurial Permit
when registrar not to give until after inquiry by
Chief Coroner
in Toronto and Hamilton
salary of
Disqualification
when interested in work whcl"c death occurred
1313
1314
131-1
131-1
1316
'"
1814
t3U
ISH;
Expert
employment
Expert Witnesses'
number who
of, at preliminary inquiry.
may be summoned
1316
J3111
Fees
for preliminary inquiry
witnesses " .
payment of, to jurors .
schedule of, where inquest held
Fines
recover~ of
1316
IS17
1319
1325
1324
.'ire Inquest
wh('n inquest may be held .. ...1321.1322
responsibility of insurance compan~' and municipality for,
when held at request of............... 1322
who .to. be parties to investigation _ tSlS
sumMoning witnesses 13Z3
not to be conducted by coroner interested 1323
Forms
to be 'prescribed by Lieutenn:nt-Governor_.
Gaol
inquest:-;: ~n death of pl'isoner in .
Hamilton, Cit)· of
special provisions as to appointment
House of Refuge and House of Industry
inquest, on death of inmate of.
1325
1317
...................._1313. 1314
t317
Inquest
issue of w8rraut where death due to events occurrinc beyondjurisdiction __ __ 1315
Attorney-General or Crown Attorney may order 1316
when compulsory...... 1816
deaths in certain institutions. 1317
notice to Crown Attorney..... 1317
Attorney-General may be repregented by counse!...... 1317
witness fees and mileage.................... . 1317
medical witnesses and post mortem....... . 1317.1318
INDEX.
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Inquest--Continued .
expert witnesses .... '"
fees of medical witne sjury .
fees of jurors .
view of body unnecessary.
expenses of,-how payable . ..
when death takes place outside city or separated
town .
municipality to provide suitable place for holding .
coroner may procure in case of default .
Inquisition
return of
137
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1318
1818
1319
13H
131S
1319
1320
1326
1326
1325
Insurance Compan)"
responsibility for expenses of inquest held at request of . 1322
Interpreter
appointment and payment of 1324
Jurisdiction
to be exclusive .
when death takes place beyond ..
Jury
number to be summoned ..
when dispensed with ..
fees and mileage allowed... .. .
qualification of jurors..... .
view of body by, may be dispensed with . .. .....
fire inquest may be held with or without.. .
penalty for non-attendance .
Justice of the Peace
coroner not to act as, in certain cases ..
Medical Practitioner
duty as to giving notice of death to coroner ..
warrant for attendance of, at inquest ..
fees to be paid to, when acting as witness ..
post mortem examination by ..
)Ii!eage
payment of, to witnesses ..
medical witness '"
what allowed to jurors ..
]\tine
disqualification of coroner, when interested in .
l\lunicipal Corporation
respon ibility for expense of fire inque t at request of .
Notice of Death
to be given to coroner in certain cases .
P...ll,.
non-attendance of witnesses ..
jurors .
for holding inquest when disqualified .
Police )Iag~trate
holdieg inquest in district at request of Attorney-.General
1316
1816
1319
1319
1319
1319
1319
1321
1324
1279
1316
1318
1318
1318
1317
1318
I31S
1314
1322
1816
1323
1824
1324
1313
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as to holding..
expert..
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Post Mortem Examination
~;e;:r a.~ ~ ~~~~~.~~~ : : "
not. to be paid unless report made.. . .
may be with or without analysis .
Crown Attorney must consent to unless inquest held ..
report on . _ .
Preliminary Inquiry
duty of coroner
employ'ment of
I""
I·.'.,~
1318
1318
1318
1318
1318
1318
1315
1315
Prisoner
inquest. on death of ., . 1811
1316
1321
1321
1323
1322
1313
1319
1320
1314
131G
•
1317
.',.,
1316
..1313,1314
...1323,1324
of inmate of .
Provincial Coroners
appointment and powers of
fire inquests by . .
not to act where interested in
fees of '" .
Provisional Judidal Districts
police magistrate holding inquest in _ .
dispensing with jury in .._ _. . _ _
additional allowances to coroners in
Railway
disqualification of coroner when interested in
fatal aceident,-inquest compulsory
Reformatory
inquest, on death
Special Constables
may be sworn in to take charge of wreckage .
Stenographer
appo.intment and fees of....
Street Railway
fatal aecident,-inquest compulsory .
Toronto, City of
special provision as to appointment of chid coroner..
••••••••• 'J""
inquest..
Warrant
for possession of body,-when coroner to issue
for inquest,-when to issue , .
statutory' declaration of necessity for
for burial,-when inquest unnecessary .
Wentworth, County of
powers of coroners appointed for ...
Witness Fees
generally .
to medical practltionen
Witneaaes
expert testimony, number of witnesses..
additional powers of coroner as to summoning. . .
fine for non·attendance .
,,'
.131~
1315
131ti
.1316
'.. " 1314
1317
1318
1318
1323
1323
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p.o.Os
Wreckage
powers and duties as to taking charge of................................... 1813
York, County of
powers of coronenJ appointed for................................................ 1314
CORONERS' INQUESTS
Crown Attorney
duty as to attending 1312
CORPORAnON
Bonds and Debentures
transfer of, bow to be made
Interpretation
effect of ~ords creating ...
Mortmain
see Mortmain and Charitable Uses
1407
6
1379
CORPORAnONS TAX
Bank
definition of 386
tax payable by !................... 888
Company
definition of . 386
tax payable by , :............................. 388
Debentures
See Securities
Electric Companies
tax payable by.. 398
890
402
by .
Express Companies
tax payable by....... 393
Extra·Pro\·incial Company
definition of ...... ,................................................................................. 386
tax payable by.................................................................................. 389
Gas Companies
tax payable by...................................................................................... 393
Insurance Company
definition of 386
tax payable by 388, 389
Liquor Export Companies
tax payable by 898
Loan Companies
tax payable
Penalties
recovery of
140 INDY-X.
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rAI..
392
39'
400
400, 401
'02
'"
394·897,.,
3.'
•••
'95
'95
Race Track Companies
tax payable by
pari-mutuel receipts _ .
returns to be made .
right of access of officers of Department to tracks .
penalty for operating illegally... . .
collection of tax where betting privilege assigned .
Railways
tax payable by__ 391, 392
trackage,-how measured . ~ 391
distribution of tax anlOn~ municipalitiei'l .. .. 403
Securitics
special tax on transfer .
annual returns as to sales and transfers_
remission or reduction of tax
tax,---collection, how enforced
Shares
See Securities
Sleeping Car Companies
tax payable by..
Street Railways
tax payable by
Tu
how to be estimated ..
when payablc .
returns by companies liablc .
)Jenalty for not making
special inquiry _
Taxes
compromising disputes as to liability..
Telegraph Companies
tax payable by
Telcgraph Plant
exemption whcn opcrated only for railway purposes.......
Telephone Plant
tax payable by ._ _.
cxemption when operated only for railway purposes .
Trust Companics
tax payable by
39'89.
398, 899,.,
•••
402
...
39.
3..,..
390, 391
CORRUPT PRACTICES
Commission of Enquir}'
appointment and powers
Elections to the Assembly
setting aside election for and IJunishment of persons i"uilty of
sec Controvcrted Elections __ .
Legislative Assembl}"
mCIll1Jers promotillg bills, etc.
jurisdiction as to punishmcnt of
Penalties
not to bc remitted by Crown
Trial By Election Court
see Controverted Elections
316
227
266
261
1374
227
of Justice Expenses
I:-':IIt,;:\.
COSTS OF DISTRESS
see Distress
COUNTY
Unit~ Counties
term includes
COUNTY COURT JUDGES' CRIMINAL COURT
Consent
of person committed to trial
Fees of Officers
See Administration
Judge
who to be
Jurisdiction
as to what offences
Hecognizances
estreat of
Heturns
as to cases tried in ,.
St)'le of Court..
COUNTY AND DISTRICT COURTS
Acting Judge
may preside over court
Actions
jurisdiction of courts as to ..
transfer to supreme court ...
transfer to another county or district
prohibition not to lie .
what relief may be granted in
when not removable by certiorari
where to be brought and tried .
when brought by or against judge
practice and procedure in.. ........_.
powers of conrt as to costs on failure for wnnt of jurisdiction
Appeal
hom clerk alS to lllxation of costs
to judie of county court from report on reference
to diVlsional court ..
motion for new trial.
when permitted ... ....... ......
when judge acts as persona designata
certifying pleadings to supreme court
lItaying proeeedings pending
time for setting down .
jurisdietion and powers of divisional eou .. t
admission of further evidenee on
order for new trial.
entry and enforeement of judgment
141
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1216
97'
1336
975
97'
1369
1282
975
960
963
964, 965
965, 966
966
966
966
966
967
967
967
961
968
968, 969
969
. 969
970
970
970
970
970,971
970
971
971
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Board of County Judges
powers as to framing tariff or costs.
Certiorari
when not to lie fo\' removal or action to supreme court.
Chattel Mortgages
clerk not to draw or advise upon
Clerk
record to be kept and return made of fees
percentage or fees payable to province
appointment and tenure of office" ' .. ' .
security to be given by........... . .
office of, where to be kepL ..
in county of Essex _. "' .
taxation of costs by ,
not to draw or advise on certain documents
vacancy in office .
office bours .
fee for attendance at sittings .
references may be made to ..
Clerk of the Peace
when to act as clerk or court, ex·officio .
to be also ex·officio deputy clerk of the Crown, surrogate reg-
istrar, and local registrar ., .
Contempt
powers as to punishment for
Costs
taxation and appeaL ..
scale of, where action transferred to supreme court .
powers of court on failure or plaintiff for want of jurisdic·
tion _.......... .. ..
scale of on references , , " .
appeal from order of judge where there is question as to scale
tariff of .
approval of by judges of supreme court..
Counter Claim
removal to supreme court· when in excess of jurisdiction......
right of defendant to abandon amount in excess or jurisdiction
Court of Record
every court to be
Crimina,! Con"ersation
court not to have jurisdiction in
CTown
when consent required to reference .
Deputy Clerk of the Crown
clerk of the peace to be ex-officio, in case of vacancy..
Divisional Court
appeal from report of judge acting as local master .
appeals to . ..
Interlocutory Order
appeals from , , .
"AGI
971
966
961
297
313
960
960
960
960
961
961
961
961
962
967
961
961
967
961
966
967
968
969, 970
971
971
965
966
960
963
968
961
968
969
970
over court ..
TKIH:X.
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Judge
to be official referee .
may have powers of master-in-chambers ..
local judge of supreme court...................................... . ..
powers as to disputes as to right to office .
who· to preside .
illness or absenc~ of ..
appeal from clerk on taxation of costs ..
in what county action may be brought by or again t . ..
,vhen not entiled to fees on reference .
rehearing in case of death or failure to give judgment.
appeals from orders or decision of .
Judgments
enforcement of, throughout Ontario .
Junior Judge
may preside
Jurisdietion
in contract ..
in tort .
trespass or injury to land .. ..
right of way or other easement. .. .
recovery of property.................... . ..
mortgages .
partnership actions .
legacies _ .
equitable relief .
Insolvent estates .. .
when defendant must dispute... .•. .. .
transfer of action to supreme court .
set-off or counter-claim exceeding ..
effect of transfer to supreme court .
transfer to court of some other county or district
prohibition not to lie....... ..
abandonment of excess or counter-claim . .. ..
relief which may be granted......................... .. ..
certiorari, when not to lie ..
in which court action to be brought .
actions by or against judge .. .. ..
powers of court as to costs, where plaintiff fails for want of
Libel
court not to have jurisdiction in .
Local Master
when not entitled to fees on reference . . .
Local Registrar
clerk of the peace to be ex-officio, in case of vacancy
~tortgages
jurisdiction in actions upon .
• ew Trial
divisional court may direct ..
·on-Jury Trials
fees of sheriff for attending..... .. .. .
additional sittings for .
Office
where to be kept........ .. ..
143
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930
938
940
949
960
960
961
967
967
968
969
967
960
963
963
963
963
963
963
964
•964
964
964
964
964
965
965
965
966
966
966
966
966
967
967
963
967
961
963
971
309
963
960
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Office Hours
what to be
Orders
enforcement of throughout Ontario
Penalties and Forfeitures
power of court to relieve against, ..
961
967
966
96li
970
Practice
power to make rules as to.. 938
application of powers, etc., of supreme court.. 941
application of rules of supreme court ., 967
Prohibition
when not to lie ..
References
to whom to be made........................................................................ 967
powers of judge as to making :............. 968
appeal from report..... 968
when consent of Crown required.......... 968
fees on 968
Registrar of Surrogate Court
clerk of the peace to be ex-officio, in case of vacancy............... 9G1 .
Re-Hearing
in case of death of judge or failure to give judgment...... ...... !loS
Right of Way
jurisdiction of court as to obstruction and interference with ~63
venue in such cases....................................................... 9lifi
Set-Off
remo~al. o~ ~ctjon to supTeme court when in excess of
JurisdictIOn 965
right of defendant to abandon amount in excess of jurisdic-
tion . 966
Sheriff
adjournment of court in absence of judge 963
notice to Attorney-Geneml 968
Sittings
when to be held in counties 961,962
special provision as to Cadetoll, Middlesex, Wentworth and
York 961
in districts , ' ".......... 962
when not to open before one o'clock p.m. 962
clerk's fee for attendance........................................................... 962
for non-jul'Y tl'ials in addition to regular sittings.................... 963
judges may sit concurrently............................... 963
adjournment in absence of judge 963
sheriff to notify Attorney-GeneraL...... 963
Special Examiner'
to be officers of county court with like powers as if in supreme
court , ,.. ,.. , , , ' _ 9lil
Stay of Proceedings
pending appeal
rNDEX.
COUNTY AND DISTRICT COURTS-Continued
Stenographic Reporter
appointment of ..
Supreme Court
removal of actions into .. .......
application of practice and procedure
Surrogate Registrar
clerk of the peace to be ex-officio, in case of vacancy
Ta~ation of Cost
by clerk, subject to appeal
Trustee
no power to remO\'e or appoint
Venue
in certain actions ... ...
Vesting Orders
power of court to grant .. .. ...... . ..
Writs
powers of court as to issuing ..
to run throughout Ontario .
COUNTY AND DISTRICT JUDGES
Annual Allowances
to county and district judges ..
to be in lieu of fees... .. ..
exception as to arbitrators ..
junior judges
travelling expenses not affected by
to judges of district courts ....
Board of County Judge
appointment, duties and powers
remuneration ..
Count)" Court Di tricts
formation of ..
holding courts in .
assignment of duties
Deputy Judges
appointment of ..
tenure of office............ ..
not prohibited from practising
Fees
annual allowance in lieu of ....
Interpreter
appointment and remuneration
145
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956, 959
064
967, 968
961
961
966
966
966
967
967
953
953
953
954
954
956
957
957
957
968
968
964
954
964
953
957
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Judges
tenure of office... .
qualification . ,
where junior judges may be appointed ..
to reside in county or district. .
not to practise law .
annual allowance in lieu of fees., .
not to atrect travelling allowance .
duties and powers of
Junior Judge
where one may be appointed..... . .
general powers of _.._ .
additional judges {or county of York
power to act outside his county
PACI~
"2952
952
95'
953
953
904
9••
9.2
9'2
952
952, 955
Oath of Office
of judges, form of .
Powers
judge acting outside his county under order in council.
at request of local judgc_
for convenience of solicitors .
of retired judge.....
Qualification
county or district judges to be of at least seven years' stand·
ing at Bar of Ontario . .
,.,
9••,..
906
,.2
Residence
to be within county or district for which appointed................ 953
Rules and Tariffs
powers of board of county judges.. 957
notice of, to be published in "Ontario Gazette" 958
Stenographer
appointment of and arrangements for
appointment of, by city council
remuneration.: . 966
969
Sittings
how judges may arrange for presiding at .
York
additional judges for
COUNTY PUBLICITY ASSOCIAnONS
assistance from agents in Great Britain, etc.
formation and objects.... . _
provincial grants .
regulations .
COUNTY ROAD SYSTEMS
see Highway Improvcment
.............. 955, 958
9.2
827
827
827
827
667
COURT HOUSE
I DEl.:. 147
PAO&
Erection and faintenance
see Municipal Institutions 2821
Inspection 4150
Provisional Judicial Districts 4061
Use of
by judge of mining court 552
: , by Dominion courts 901
by Railway and Municipal Board 2620
by Drainage Referee ,..................................................... 3157
'COVENANTS
, ",.
•
1 1
J.
..
Implied
see Conveyancing and Law of Property : ..
Joint Contractor
~ ~. ; see Mercantile Law ..
.' Leases
see Landlord and Tenant .
CREDITORS' RELIEF
J • •
,,' Absconding Debtors' Act
. ~ entry of money received by sheriff for debts attached or sold
under .
time for distribution of money realized under .
priority of costs of proceedings under .'.
ction
for trial of contestation of claim ..
of contestation of scheme of distribution ..
1397
1669
1933
1235
1237
1243
1241
1247
~ .
i; \
Affidavit
judge may take evidence by .
Appeals
when to be from judge to divisional court ..
practice on county court appeals to apply .
Attachment of Debts
to be for benefit of all creditors of debtor .
parment, to w~a~ .sheriff to be made .
10 case of dlvlSlon court .
where m01!ey,Paid t<;> ~h.eriff who has no execution in his hands
money paId mto dlvlslon court ..
right of attaching creditor to share in distribution .
sheriff's poundage ..
recovery of attached debt by sheriff ..
procedure by sheriff as to debts due to execution debtor .
Certificate of Sheria'
as to unsatisfied execution in his hands .
laim
certificate as to executions to include , .
must be established before creditor can share ir. distribution
procedure where unsatisfied execution in sheriff's hands .......
affidavit of debt and particulars .
certificate of sheriff to be filed with affidavit .
1249
1249
1249
1234
1234
1234
1234
1235
1235
1235
1235
1248
123'1
303
1237
1237
1237
1237
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C.lalm-Continued
service of duplicate and notice on debtor. 1237
out of Ontario 1237
at address for service gh'en by debtor 1238
by mail 1288
filing duplicate and affidavit of service _........................ 1238
certificate of claim, delivery of by clerk of county court 1238
effect of delivery to sheriff........................... 1239
endorsement of creditol'" addl-ess for service 1239
further levy by sheriff on receipt ot.... 1239
time for which in force _..... 1239
expiry not to affect money previously levied 1239
contestation by debtor or another creditor 1239
.affidavit of contestant. . 1239.1240
'notice of 1240
certificate of 1240
endorsement of address for service of contestant 1240
.. 'service on solicitor or his agent. 1240
distribution in case of .. .. 1240
application to judge fot' allowance of claim.. 1240
distribution in case of,...... 1240
intervention by another creditor , , ,._, ,................ 1240
trial of in summary manner by judge 1241
when judge to direct trial in Supreme Court 1241
examination of parties and production.. 1241
directions for avoiding unnecessary expense 1248
- finality of aecisions... .. 1248
effect of as a judgment aftet· entry by clerk 1241
under division court judgment. 1242
establishing in another county 1242
execution to another county........ . 1242
not affected by withdrawal or satisfaction of first execution 1243
effect of part payment where one debt due.. . 1243
costs 1243
directing shel·iff to levy for, although disputed 1248
Costs
of interpleader proceedings to be first charge on money or
goods secured 1236
priority of costs· of first execution creditor . 1235.1245
of attaching creditor 1236
of attachment proceedings against absconding. debtor............ 1243
of bailiff or where property taken by him delivered to sheriff 1245
sheriff to include costs of renewal of certificate 12(5
Cost!' of Claimant
«Jerk of county court to fix and state in certificate 1243
scale of 1243
fees of clerk of county court 1244
contestation, additional cost for 1244
service and order for substitutional service 1244
Debts. Attachment of
to be for benefit of all creditors of debtor 1234
payment, to what sheriff to be made...... 1234
execution must precede in division court ..... 123(
where money paid to sheriff who bal no execution in his hands 1234
money paid into division court, sheriff may demand 1235
right of attaching creditor to share in distribution 1236
sheriff's poundage ,........ 1235
recovery of attached debt b)' sheriff. 1235
procedure hy sheriff as to debts due to execution debtor 1248
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Decisions
binding in all counties in which claim filed .. 1242
binding on debtor and creditors in absence of fraud or collu-
sion . ,................ .. 1248
1234
1247
1247
1235
1235
1245
1245
1246
1246
1246
1246
Distribution
payment over of moneys paid to another herilf on attach-
ment ,
of money levied under execution or received under attach-
ment .
who entitled to share................. .
protection of first execution creditor or attaching creditor a
to costs 1235, 1236
money realized on sale under interpleader 1236
further levy or receipt 1236
share in subsequent distributions .. ... 1236
equality of all executions.................. .' . 1237
creditors must establish claims ., ..... , , . 1237
money realized under Absconding Debtors Act '. ..... . 1237
extended period for making claims 1237
effect of contestation proceedings upon 1240
of any fund in Court belonging to debtor 1244
of money in hands of receiver.......... 1244
of money received from division court bailiff. . 1246
apportionment of amount levied when not sufficient to pay
claims in full .. .. .
sheriff's poundage on ' ' .
procedure where money insufficient to par all claims in full
list of creditors entitled to share .
particulars in list ..
where no objections made to list... . ..
rateable disn-ibution where objection made having regard
to objection , 1246
contestation of scheme, procedure ,'.. 1246,1247
distribution of money retained pending .. .. 1247
rights of subsequent execution creditors where mortgage gh"en
after first execution ..
separate scheme of distribution as to sub equent claims
Dh'i ion Court
scale of costs where claim does not exceed $200
sheriff taking over goods in hands of bailiff..... ....,.
1244
1244
Di,'ision Court Attachments
not to he for general benefit of creditors unless preceded by
execution in sheriff's hands... 1234
clerk not liable for payment to creditor unless he has notice
of execution .. 1235
Dh'ision Court Execution
bailiff to deliver over property 011 demand of heriff 1244
liability for default . 1245
costs of bailiff to be a fir t charge on proceeds 1245
distribution of proceeds .. 1245
Dhision Court Judgments
certificate of clerk, effect of 1242
Divisional Court
decision binding on debtor and Cl"editors in absence of fraud
or collusion 124
appeal from judge to 1249
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1241
1242'
1249
1249
1234
1246
1245
.: ', .
........., :
, , .
........' .. ,
Executions
what process included in term _ _ _ 1234
priority abolished , '.. __ _ .-. 1234
money levied or received under attachment, entry of by sheriff 1235
distribution, who to share in _._.............................. 1235
equality of whether against goods or lands or both 1237
expiry of, not to affect claim to money previously levied........ 1239
issue of, in another county by creditor entitled to certificate.. 1242
effed of payment or withdrawaL. _ _. __ 1242, 1243
effect of part payment, where there is no other execution or
certificate , , ., ,.. 1243
application of money made to all executiol.ls and certificates 1245
not to be returned until satisfied or expired........ 1245
rights of creditors where mortgage given after first execution"f 1247
, -"
E"idence
"proceedings for examination or produc.tion "'-. _.. _._~.,.
effect of copies of entries . .
may be taken by judge orally or .by affidavit
Fees
what payable to Crown in law stamps
Garnishees
to what sheriff payment to be made by..
Interest
sheriff to levy for when directed
Inrormation
duty of llheriff as to furnishing ...
Interpleader Proceedings
distribution of moneys on determination of .\....... . .
only creditors who are parties, to share in amount'realized .
order as to carriage of proceedings_.,._ , .
costs, to be a first charge on property found applicable
allowing time to other creditors to come in , .
certificate of claim to be an execution for purpose of
Issue
directing in case of contestation of claim
in case of contestation of scheme of distribution
1236
1236
1236
1236
1236
1239
1241
1247
Judge
means judge of county or district court .
disqualification, judge of adjoining county to act ..
directions for avoiding unnecessary expense or proceedings
directing sheriff to levy for amount of disputed claim .
decision binding on debtors or creditors in absence of fraud
or collusion .
may take evidence orally or by affidavit
general powers of .
Judicature Act
application of
1234
1234
1248
1248
1248
1249
1249
1249
Law Stamps
fees payable to Crown in .
Money
sheriff to deposit in bank . .
special account to be opllned by sheriff .
1249
1248
1248
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PAOE
l'tforlgage
made after first execution, right of subsequent execution
creditors 1247
separate scheme of distribution as to subsequent executions.. 1247
Payment of Claim
effect of 1242
Poundage
on payment of attached debt to sheriff 1235
to be upon net proceeds distributable by sheriff................ 1245
Priority of Execution Creditors
abolition of 1234
Procedure
in cases of contestation of claims 1239-1241
in appeals to divisional court 1249
application of Judicature Act and rules 1249
Provisional Judicial District
county includes 1234
Receiver
money in hands of, distribution of 1244
Rules of Court
application of :........ 1249
Sheriff
whom to be included in term........ 1234
attachment of debts, payment to 1234, 1235
when no execution in his hands 1234
right to demand money paid into division court...................... 1235
poundage 1235, 1245
right to recover debt attached 1235
remedies against sheriff failing to make return............... 1245
entry of particulars as to claims and amounts levied 1235, 1246
information to be given to creditor by...... 1246
to deposit money realized to credit of special account in bank.. 1248
proceedings for attachment of debts owing to execution debtor 1248
Solicitor
service on agent in contestation proceedings .. 1240
Supreme Court
directing action to be brought or issue tried on contestation.. 1241
scale of costs where contestation tried in 1243
Wages
priority of 1803
where payable by sheriff on distribution 1804
Woodman's Lien for Wages
distribution of balance after satisfaction of liens 1796, 1797
CRIER
Appointment
sheriff to make 305
Fees
for attending sittings of court 309
see Administration of Justice Expenses 1336
D-12
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CRIME
INDEX.
security for costs....
Evidence
witness not incapacitated by crime ..
impugning testimony of witness .
Libel Imputing
when defendant not entitled to
Municipal Rewards for Discovery
Telegraph Messages re, Priority
CRIMINAL CONVERSATION
Actions For
to be tried by jury .
not to be tried in local courts
CRIMINAL JUSTICE ACCOUNTS
Crown Witnesses
payment of .
Fees and Expenses
see Administration of Justice Expenses
CROWN
Administration of Estates
see Crown Administrations .
Awards and Judgments Against
payment of .
Demise of
renewal of commission unnecessary
not to affect actions
PAO.
-1197
1201
1168
2827
2277.
920
963,1011
1365
1333
1162
319
29'
942
Extraordinary Remedies
not to lie against Govcrnment or
Escheated Property
see Escheats
l\linisters . 914
1386
Interpretation
Aet not binding unless cxpressly so declared
appointments to be during pleasure
construction of references to .
Prescription and Limitation
see Limitations .
Real Property
holding and administering for public purposes ..
CROWN ADMINISTRATIONS
•5
9
1179
138'
Administration
grant of letters of, to Publie Trustee 1162
revocation of grant of, and substitution of Public Trustee 1163,1164
Claimant
interest may be allowed to .. 1164
right to follow pl'!rsonnl property granted under Escheats
Act 1165
lNDEX.
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Crown
claims not maintainable against ., , ,............................. 1165
Escheats
non-liability for grants made by Crown after notice to prove
claims ' , ,.......... 1165
Inquiries
application by Public Trustee for order directing 1163
Interest
may be allowed to claimant proving claim 1164
Money
how to be kept invested 1164
payment into consolidated revenue when unclaimed 1164
payment to person proving right to 1164
deduction of disbursements incurred for inquiries 1164
distribution of, after notice under Trustee Act 1164
Next of Kin
right of Public Trustee to question validity of settlements
with " , , , , , ,.. , 1163,1164
Notice to Claimants
distribution of assets by Public Trustee after ...... '..................... 1164
Public Trustee
issue of letters to ' ,' "............................................. 1162
security not required from ,...................................... 1162
conveyances by .. " , " , , "...... 1163
appointment of another administrator not to prevent com-
pletion of sale by.................................................................... 1163
order of court for enquiry as to rights of Crown 1163
action for recovery of real estate of intestate ".............. 1163
what must be proved by adverse claimant 1163
compelling administrator to account ~......................... 1163
disposition of money realized by.................................................... 1164
right to require security from claimant 1164
deduction for disbursements in making enquiries 1164
distribution of assets by ~.............. 1164
Real Estate
powers of Public Trustee as to sale of 1163
conveyances of , , , :............. 1163
execution after appointment of another administrator 1163
recovery of in action by Public Trustee 1163
Security
Public Trustee need not give 1162
Unclaimed Moneys
payment into Consolidated Revenue Fund 1164
CROWN ATTORNEYS
Absence Fearn Office
temporary appointment to fill vacancy........................................ 1307
Appointment
to be made by Lieutenant-Governor in CounciL..................... 1304
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Bail
duty as to attending on application for.
in Toronto and York .
Clerk or the Peace
to be barrister " .
to be ex officio Crown Attorney
exception as to County of York..
Coroners
duty as to advising .
Counsel
when not to act as .
PAGe
1306
...1311,1312
1308
1308
1308
.1306,1312
1304
Criminal Matters
duty as to " .
in County of York
1305
..............................................1310·1312
Duties
general an(! special. .
regulations as to .
Fees
for services in local criminal courts.
on appeals from magistrate .
percentage of moneys received .
commutation of .
collection and payment over of .
return to Inspector of Legal Offices
regulations as to ..
Forms
duty as to supplying justices of the peace..
in Toronto and york .
General Sessions
duty as to conducting prosecutions at
in York
Informations
duty as to examining
in York .
Inquests
duty as to attending
in York
. 1305, 1309
1309
1307
1307
1307
1307
1308
1303
1309
1306
1311
1306
1310
1305
1310
1306
1312
1304
1310
1308
Justice of the Peace
duty as to advising and supplying forms to 1806, 1311
to deliver informations, etc., to Crown Attorney................... 1807
Juvenile Couria
duty as to, in City of Toronto
Oath of Office
to be taken before county or district judge..
Office E:l::pcnses
providing for, when commuting fees...
Police Courts
duty as to prosecutions in .
in Toronto and york. .... . ' .
1306
1310
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PAOli
Qualification
appointee to be barrister of three years' standing.................... 1304
Security I
for performance of duties of office, etc...... 1304
Solicitor
when not to act as ,. 1304
Temporary Appointment
in case of absence or illness '" .. , 1307
Toronto and York Crown Attorneys
application of Part II to :................................................. 1309
Toronto, City of
to provide office accommodation...................................................... 1312
Witnesses
duty as to compelling attendance of.... 1305
York, County of
special provisions as to appointment of Crown Attorney for
City of Toronto and County of york.............................. 1309
assistants,-duties of 1309
not to engage in practice of profession.......... 1309
powers and duties 1310-1312
to be paid by salary 1312
not to take fees '" '" 1312
office accommodation 1312
certain provisions of Part I to apply to ,. 1312
CROWN LANDS
Beaches and River Beds
taking sand or 'gravel from............................................................ 3578
Limitations .
waste lands, title by possession not to be acquired 1184
Management and Sale
see Public Lands 418
Provincial Parks
setting apart lands for.................................................................... 866
Railways
use of with consent of Crown 2496
CROWN TIMBER
Crown Forest Reserves
See Forest Reserves . 464
Forestry 466
Culling and lea~uring Sawlogs and Pulpwood
see Cullers 2120
Dues
when township entitled to percentage 452
liability of timber for 453
sale of timber for 454
forfeiture for non-payment 454
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Fire
suspension of license to cut, v:..here danger from
Forest ReSCrl'CS \
timber license subject to Act respecting
mining in . .
sce Forestry .
Forest Reserves .
457
457
613
466
464
1607
462
452
430
433
453-455
456
467
Forreiture
of timber for non-payment of dues ..
~fr Jf::~:e 'i~~' ~·~tti~g···~~ia~~i"iy'·:::::::::::::::: .
Free Grants
right to cut over .
where land open for location .
Highways
expenditure of percentage of dues on
rights of licensee on road allowance
Land Titles Ad
registration to be subject to license
License to Cut
license of occupation to be subject to . ~20
granting of 449
rights conferred by . . 449, 450, 452
continuing proceedings after expiry of 450
subject to rights of locatee or purchaser. 450
to manufacturing condition 450
issue of, pending completion of settlement duties 451
right of licensee on road allowances 452
liability for cutting without . 454, 455
suspension of where danger from fire 457
forfeiture of for cutting unlawfully... 457
Licensee
interest of. exempt from provincial land tax
not disqualified for membership in Assembly
rights of .
rights in provincial parks
Lien for Dues
enforcement of ..
acceptance of bond, etc., not to affect
Locatee
rights of licensee subject to rights of .
Manufacturing Condition
sales and licenses subject to_ .
suspension of
Mining Lands
reservation in patent.. . .
disputes between patentee and timber licensee
Municipal By.laws
not to affect license.....
404
262
449, 450
871, 875
453, 454
464
460
...... '450, 451
461
537
688
462
Patentee
rights of licensee subject to rights of . 460
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Penalty
for resisting ejectment under proper authority........ . .
for cutting illegally .
seizure of timber for non-payment of .
for cutting during suspension of license .
recovery of .
Permit
suspension of where danger from fire ..
forfeiture of .
Provincial Parks
cutting in,-rights of licensees ..
in Algonquin Park ..
in Rondeau Park .
Pulpwood Concession
power to grant .
subject to manufacturing condition ..
grant of by Minister .
not to affect sale of other timber ..
suspension of where danger from fire ..
Regulations
application of to licenses and permits ..
power to make .
as to cutting between 25th April and 1st August ..
Reservations of Timber in Patents
of lands located or sold .
mining lands .
Returns
by licensee ..
Road Allowances
cutting timber on .
157
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422
454
454
457'
457
457
457
871
875
875, 876
450
450
450, 451
456
457
451
451
457
430
537
453
452
1365
Seizure of Timber
illegal cutting, non-payment of dues............................................ 453-456
Trespasser
right of licensee against 450
Woodman's Lien for Wages
not to have priority over dues 1789
CROWN WITNESSES
Crown Actions
fees to be same as between subject and subject...................... 1367
Crown Attorney
certificate of 1365
fee for 1366
Districts
payment of witnesses in 1366
Expert Witnesses
'special fee to
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F..,
how payable . "......... 1365
limitation as to 1366
special fee to expert witness....................................... 1365
where case not proceeded with.............................. 1365
payment of ..,.... 1366
where case sent from district to county.... 1366
of Crown Attorney in respect of certificate.............................. 13'66
in Crown actions, to be same as between subject and subject.. 1367
Municipality
payment of witnesses 1366
re·imbursement by Province in ce~·i~··~a;;~s:·:·.:::::::::::::· 1366
Trial
payment for attendance at... 1365
when not proceeded with........................................ .1365
where trial takes place in another county........ 1366
CULLERS
:Board of Examiners
appointment of . .
oath of . .
remuneration of members .
duties of , .
Books
may be inspected by officers of Department .......
Culls
marking of .
Examinations
application for _ .
fee . .
License
issue and form of ..
oath of applicant for ..
special permit in lieu of .
culler not to act without license .
cancellation of . :.......... . .
Penalties
for neglect of duty .....
making false returns
Pulpwood
how to be marked by culler
Regulations
penalty for violation of .
Cullers Act not to abrogate regulations made under Crown
Timber Act . .
Returns
records to be kept for purpose of .
showing names and addresses of persons for whom sawlogs
or pulpwood were cut ..
number and size of timber cut and accepted .
as to number of cords measured .
rejections . .
penalty for falsifying .
Sawlogs
how to be marked by culler .
2120
2120
-2121
2121
2122
2122
2121
2121
2121
2122
2122
'2122
2123
2123
2123
2122
2123
2123
2122
2123
2123
2123
2123
2123
2122
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CUSTODY OF DOCUMENTS OF TITLE
Administrator
expenses of on deposit of documents .
Alphabetical Deposit Index
entries to be made in
Books
entries on margin of
PAOK
1595
1593
1593
Covenant to Produce
deposit to be a sufficient compliance 1594. 1595
Deposit
which registry office for 1592
Deposit Index
entry of documents in 1592
Documents of Title
what to include 1592
deposi~ ?f. in registry office 1592
requIsItIon for 1592
receipt for 1592
numbering and entering in indexes 1592.1593
endorsement of 1593
notice to other registrars of registration 1593
inspection of 1594
fees of registrar for 1594
deposit of not to be deemed registration 1594
relieves from liability to produce 1594
not to affect admissibility as evidence 1594
duties of registrar as to safe-keeping of 1595
expenses of executor. etc.• for deposit of 1595
applications for delivery from custody........................................ 1595
notice of and costs 1595
delivery up by registrar OD receipt of order 1596
fee on 1596
registration of order by....................... 1596
Evidence •
deposit of documents not to affect admissibility as 1594
Executor
expenses of on deposit of documents 1595
Fees
of registrars 1593. 1594
Receipt
of registrar on deposit 1592
deposit of for payment of money.................................................... 1594
filing of by registrar . 1694
Trustee
expense~ Q! on deposit of documents 1595
